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I been & Heard
roun&
MURRAY
Spring has sprung in all its glory.
Two Meadowlarks were calling
with all their might from the top
of the Hard Head Hickory tree
4A big Grackle whined and whist-
led from the Scaly Bark.
TM Grackle also known in our
yard as "the drink of water bird"
makes a sound like a fellow swat-
lowing water too quickly. When a
whole flock of these Grackles are
out back it sounds like a veritable
flood is taking over.
0014 -Wiwi is going to get-- hie-
econeuppance some day He has
gene too far. This big rascal thinks
that any patch of straw was plac-
jail with 10 days suspended if
he not come back to this court
for anything for a period of one
year.
C W. DeHaven, shoplifting, fin-
ed $5000 costs $4.50
J. W. Wilson. public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Carl gay, public drunkenness,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50
B. E. landeey, disregarding a
stop sign fined $10.00 costs su-
spended.
J. D. Hopkins, disregarding a
stop sign. fined $low costs su-
spended.
D. H. Fads, public drunkenness,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
F. C. King, public drunkenness.
--fined -$15.00 costs $4 50.
G. H. McClements. public drun-
kennese, fined $1500 costs $4.50.
D. R. Rayburn, public drunken-
ed there for his persanal pleasure. 
near and brush of peace, fined
so he lies down on it. The fact 
Held In The County $1500 costs $450. fined $25.00
that one of our Azaleas was in 
costs $4.50 for a total of $49.00;
the middle of the straw appal-- 
The series of defensive driving subject given 10 days in jail su-
ently did not click with him and 
lessons are being held in various spended under condition he not
now we have one new Azalea ly- 
places in the community with conic back to this court for a per-
ing flat on Mother Earth. 
Tommy Coil, public safety field iod of one year.
representative for western Ken- NV D. Nelson, driving while in-
Sir Gerald Templar, an English-
 tucky, as the instructor toxicated. amended to reckles
s! Mrs. Richard Armstrong thar
k-
man, has this to say Read this 
The second lesson will be held driving. fined $100.00 costs $4.50; ed 
ear+ one for the success of the
statement two or three times and 
at Kirksey School on Thursday, subjert given 30 days in jail su- Adul
t Farmer Class served at the
savor its fullness "I think the
 March 28. at seven p.m spended under condition he no
t school.
fa t that 'Americans are dying in 
Dates for the safety schools in , e trek to this court for a r- C
ommittees were • appointed to
Vietnam is the most genero
us other communities in the county
 xi one year.
gesture ever made in the history 
will be announced later. 
I help at the Kirksey and 
I.ynn
I J. W. Bryan, going wrong way Gro
ve PTA basketball games on
o r mankind. The United States 
Mrs. Max Huai. homemakers, on 
a one way street. fined .$5,00 April 5 at Kirksey f the
.
The
has' given so much in aid to 
the club area issues .and conc
erns, spring conference o
-
w r'd and all they get today is
 chairman, is the coordinator w
ork-
( tries" 
mg with Mr. Coil and other cotin-
' ty representatives in this civic
Thinks Sir Genii Your state- 
,'r gram of defensive driving. -
:Len' it.- yes ire more that a
 R. E. Sutton, breach of pea.:i
e. :glen
Cvitan Club Hears 
fin
-J. O. Canniaghani. re:kiess driv-iCountv. 4-
11 CROP Rally will 
in-,,j5 iJ03 C,•1.3 $1.50 It 
was announced that the. 
be
'Leroy Eldridge ing, lanended to breac
h of peaee.1 held Kirksec on Saturday A
pril
fired $1000 c..sts $450 I 0; 
It seven p.m.
yi.0 or congratialat- The viirray Civitan Club met 
13- R. Todd. driving.; 
The, third grade. Mrs Dean
"st gl n the 1"/S- 1 
dna] plana fined $100
9 'costs $4.50. 
I, Ilumpfireys. teacher won the
n'r prirripat re empense for
cl Int is the knew
• !---14 e has d:ne it lS.aap
e.i to stand around widths:,
wenty-one Cases Are Heard
In Court Of City Judge Dunn
Twenty-one different cases were
heard in the City Court of City
Judge William H. (Jake) Dunn
this week.
W H Baughman, Jr., was charg-
ed with failure to yield right of
way to an emergency vehicle, and
asked for a jury trial. He was
tried before a six panel jury who
adjudged him guilty and fixed his
fine at $10.00 with court costs of
$6.50, according to the court re-
cords
Other cases heard by Judge
Dunn were as follows:
Phillip R. Hargrave, operating
a motor vehicle without an oper-
ators license, fined $25.00 costs
$4.50; subject given 20 days iii
Exercise Program Thef
Pre,sented- At Meet A
Defensive Driving
Lessons Are Being
b lat i.e has dooe the est 
to 
S.-
-o -
r foir the Aunt .Iernimah Pancaloari 
J. 0. Cunningh recklets driv- r
oom caunt. The mothers of fib
day to be held iaturday, March ; 
int fined S15.90 costs' S4 50. ' 'Oh
 grade, Mrs. Thyra Crawilord.
SO. at Rudv's Restaurant and the 
G. G. 'Johnson reckless driving, teacher. 
served refreshments with
Mrs. James Harrison as chairman.
W. H.' Kleier. disregarding red
light. fined $19 00 costs $450
H. M. Carrigan, breach of peace,
fir ei ()) c• sts '4 53.
ry Don Tucker, Ricky Tucker, Ke
r-
ry Baker. and Dennis Burkeen.
The narration was by six girls.
Sandra Hargrove. Sherry Mit
chell,
Vickie-Gamble Kathy Hop
kires,
Rita Hargrove. Rhonda Black, 
aird
T'at Tabers.
Mrs. Charles Smith read the
scripture from Matthew 1128-29
and a poem. "A Hiding Place", f
ol-
lowed by prayer.
During the business session con-
do-led by the president. Mrs. B
il-
ly Smith. the group planned 
to
pay part of the cost of the repa
ir
of the, time clock for the 
score-
board. finish the repair of t
he
room by the lunchroom. and 
place
electrical outlets at needed 
points
in the school building.
First District PTA will be held at
Barlow on Friday, April 5 at 6:30
pm. Mis James Tucker of Kirk.
sey is one of the district chair.
With the warmth of yesterday and
today, we can all get some relief
now from the heat bills we have
had the past several months.
Pretty seen we can start paying
for air conditioning bills.
Just like the , Grand Ole Opry
song, ''If It Ain't One Thing, It's
Another". Speaking of the Grand
Ole °pry, we saw Grandpa Jones
on the TV the other night.
West Fork Church
Plans Institute
The West' Fork Baptist Church
will have a Bible Institute March
.28 through March 30. Service
s will
- tt begin -at seven p.ds.---- •- - .- • _
Sneakers will be Rev. David
Peasher. Thursday. Rev. Randolph
Allen. Friday. and Rev. Leon
Penick. Saturday.
The public is invited to attend.
MISTS THURSDAY
The I.ynn Grave Homemakers
Cub will meet in the home of
Mrs. 'John Lassiter on Thursday,
t'arch 28, at one p.m.
- ----
tats.o.CMDcos.e=r1-=-=.==4:-Cx=
WEATHER REPORT
West Kentucky - Partly cloudy
and warmer thin afternoon and
tonight Mostly cloudy and warm
Thursday with chance of showers
and thundershowers Highs this
afternoon in the 70s Winds south-
erly 10 to 18 miles per hour Lows
tonight in the 503 Highs Thurs-
day 89 to 72 A 20 per cent pro-
bability, of rain Thursday. Friday
outlook, partly cloudy and mild,
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky (UM) - The
five-day Kentucky weather out-
r look. Thursday through Monday.
Temperatures will average 8 to
12 degrees above the normal 57
65 highs and 36-44 lows.
Rainfall will total about three-
quarters of an Inch toward the
weekend.
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 356.5, up
03; below dam 372.2. up 1.1.
Seven gates open. Water tem-
perature 48
Barkley lake • 7 a m 358.5, up
03: below dam 334. up 1 7.
Sunrise 5-50: sunset 6 14.
Moon rose 5 29 am
1111.40004047.00.0.0012.0.0421.0120
Maple Leaf Cafe. Individual club
members were assigned to re-
staurants at specified times so
that the public might be served
by Civitan club members.
Aunt Jemimah Pancake Day is
an annual event sponsored by the
Murray Civitan Club to raise
funds for its program of he to
Murray and Calloway Count
Leroy Eldridge, Director( "of
oField Services. Murray State "ni-
versity. spoke to the club on edu-
cational opportunities and finan-
cial aid available to students at
Murray State. He coinplimented
the Civitan Club on being one of
the few clubs in Murray to offrr
s holarships for needy students
'run the city and county schools.
Faxon School Plans
Music Show, Supper
A Country Music Show will be
held Saturday. March 30, at the
Foison Elementary School
Local country music bands will
Include the Rhythm Ramblers,
The ITI•ree Ts. The Country Boys,
Conn •• McCuiston and the Travel-
ers, Erwin Mardis, and the (lir
Grass Boys.
uppel will be served at 6:30
p.m. and the show will begin at
730 p.m. Barbecue, hamburgers,
homemade cakes, and pies will be
served.
The show is sponsored by the
Faxon Mothers Club and all pro-
reeds will go to the school.
Revival Continues
At Cherry Corner
The Cherry Corner Baptist
-church began revival services
Monday, March 25 and will con-
tinue through Sunday. March 31.
Services will he held each even-
ing at 7:30.
Rev, King Thetford, pastor of
the First Baptist Church. Wayne*.
born. Tenn . will be the evange-
list for the dories of services.
The evangelist is active in as-
sociationsl work and has held
many places of leadership He
serves as evangelist in many
churches during revivals.
Jim Sims. minister of music of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray. will be 'directing the
music.
The nursery will M open for
all the services, and the pastor,
Rev Lawson Williamson, invites
everyone to attend these eervices,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
D. K. Ed•a•ards. speeding, a-
mended to breach of peace. Reed
$1000 costs $4.5‘.
Murray All Stars
Win Another Game
The Murray All-Stars won an-
other game in the Tri-State Basket-
ball Tournament Sunday as they
downed the Dubois J C team 106-
86 in second round action.
Murray went to the game with Pallbearers will be 
Herman Cart
only five players. but all five man- rot. Billy Carrot.
 Terry Farris,
aged to score in double figures, as Gene Johnson. Ea
rl Tabers, and
they won the game by twenty Gerald Tabers.
punts Carrot. age 44. 
died suddenly
Murray was led by Jim Jenn- Tu sda mornin 
while at work at
Autry Carroll Rites
At Sinking Springs
Funeral services for Autry Car-
rol will be held Thursday at two
pm at the Sinking Springs Bap-
tist Church with Rev Lloyd Ra
m-
er officiating Interment will be
in the church cemetery
e y
.ngs at he scored 2'7 points on 11 the Williams Rad
iator and Glass
'ield  d  • fgoals an five rom the line. Company where 
he had been a
dene Pendleton scored Ti frettiplilthfut emninYec (Or nineteen
the field also. but only cashed ini years.
n four from the line for a total of Sur 
p
vivors are his mother. Mee.
06 iints 'Nellie Carrot: one 
son. Danny
Eddie Ford hit nine field goals Carer+ one sist
er. Mrs. Asher
and two free throws for a total
of 20 paints Bennie Goheen scor-
ed seven from the yield and added
two from the line • for a total of
86 points Bill Taylor has 17 po-
ints, getting five from the line
and six field goals.
Murray will next play the Dixon
Springs Ill, team this Friday night
at 700 p.m.
Murray ..
Dubois J.C.
23 .48 73 106
14 36 57 -85
TALKING to congreesional
and business leaders at the
White House, President John-
son calla for an "urgent and
concerted effort" to maintain
the strength of the dollar,
Farris: and five brothers, James,
Hatford, !german. Frank. and Jer-
ry Carrel.
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of the arrange-
ments and friends may call there.
Funeral Thursday
For Mrs. Henry
The funeral for Mrs Fannie
Henry of 522 Broad Street will be
held Thursday at 2.30 pin at
the Sulphur Springs Methodist
Church with Res'. Johnson Easley ,
and Rev H. I. Lax officiating
Burial will be in the New Concord
Cemetery,.
Mrs Henry. age 77, NW the wife
of the late Tom Henry and is sur-
vived by her mother, Mrs. Hous-
ton Strader who is VI years of
age, two sons. Stanley and Len
Henry. and two grandchildren,
Dianne and Paulette Henry.
The deceased was a niece of
the late Dr. Rainey T Wells of
Murray, and a member of the Sul-
phur Springs Methodist Church.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of the arrange-
ments and friends may call there.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by the
Murray Police Department on
Tuesday. They were one for speed-
ing and one for not having a c
ity
auto sticker and a privilege
license.
•
dleizy Maupin Guestaker-At- Scout
Of The Kirksey PTA H Troop 45 Meeting
Jerry Wallace and his eighth
grade students presented a p
ro-',
gram of calisthenics at the mee
t- j The Michigan-Wisconsin Pipe
ing of the Kirksey Eleme
ntary Line Company on the College
School Parent-Teacher Associat-
 Farm Road was broken into some-
ion held Tuesday afternoon at t
he time last night, according to the
school. 
Murrac, Police Department.
Boys taking part were Myron 
Chief of Police Brent Manning
Smith, Curtis Lamb, Freddie 3
11g. said the person or persons gained
gins. Randy Tucker, Barry 
ROSP, entrance by breaking a window
Paul Townsend Charles Lo
ness, cui_the south side of the building
Billy Usrey, Phillip 'Darnell, J
ar- and then leaving by a door on
the west side of the building.
Supt. Jerry Jones of the Pipe
Line office discovered the breakin
when he came to work this morn-
ing
Missint-from thr building were
a set of earphones, some keys,
crascent wrenches, credit cards,
and approximately $2500 from
the petty cash box and Coke ma-
chine. according to Chief Manning.
The place had been ransacked,
but none of the furnishings were
reported damaged, Manning isaid.
Theft Reporte
ere Tuesday
Juniors Of Murray
High To Present
Play On Friday
. The Juniors of Murray High
School will present the play.
"Your Only Young Once", at the
school auditorium on Friday.
March 29. at 710 p.m.
Students to appear in the play
are Johnny Quertermous. Ronnie
MeNutt. Frnie Williams. Wayne
Henry. Bill Heise, Greg Wilson,
John Mark Hale, Steve Knight,
and Steve Compton.
Also appearing in the play will
'oe Del.bie Edmonds. Debbie Jon-
es, Debbie Steele. Darlene Stuart,
Paula Owens Esabellk Ray. Mary
Duff Matarazoo, Dana Johnson,
Deborah Maybe. and Donna Jones.
The setting 01 the play is the
school principal's office In a typi-
cal rnidwestern city on the day of
the' championship football game
and the day of the big dance.
Characters will include the prin-
cipal. coach. English teacher, foot-
ball star, honor student. PTA Pre-
sident and many others.
The public is invited to attend
this play Tickets will be available
at the .door.
VOLUNTEER CLASS
There's a time and place for
every-thing' And when it comes
to community service the place to
go is the Red Cross. A new Vol-
unteer class is starting soon and
your time - %ken an hour or two
each week - can mean a lot to
those you will be serving. If you
think you might like to help oth-
ers, attend the introduction sess-
ion Friday. March 29. at the Chap-
ter Office in the Courthouse. at
1:30 pm Mrs. Curtis Hays. Chair-
man of Volunteers will briefly de-
scribe duties of Red frogs Vol-
unteers and those who choose
may enroll in the next class.
-
. •
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXIX No. 74
Hies Seek To
ripple Spring
rive Of Cong
By
question and answer period about 
JACK WALSH
wildlife in general and what the 
SAIGON (UPI) - Allied troops
scouts could do in order to 
pre. today reported killing 421 Corn.
serve the wildlife throughout our 
munists in battles throughout
country. 
South Vietnam Much of the fight-
ing came in an Allied drive to
Mr Maupin was introduced to
the Troop by Junior Ass't Scout
-.cripple a desperate Red offensive
President Nguyen Van Thieu pre-
dieted today is coming in two or
three months.
in Tuesday's battling, revealed
today by, Allied spokesmen, goy-
ernmeilit troops killed 176 Viet
Clure. Richard Gee. Kevin Coop- Co
ne in the Mekong Delta below
Cr, Craig Sanders, and Pat Bog- . Saigon. •Th
ieu's troops aimed at
gess. breakin
g up a guerrilla rebuild-
Mike Farley. Ed Moore. Allen ing ca
mpaign that already has
Moore, Ray Hornsby. David Gar- made
 up for the huge Viet Cone
risen. Claire Eversmever. Steve losse
s in lad month's Tet often. 1
Simmons. and Peter Schield. sive. Al
lied officials said.
Albert Zimmerman. Terry-Dunn, U.S. 
Army troops Tuesday kill-
Bob Baer, Steve Reed, Trip Jones, ed 153
 North Vietnamese prn- •
John Robertson. Paul Thurman, tecting 
guerrilla supply lines run-
and Mike Parker nine in
to the Central Highland
Lee Crites. Ralph Dibble. Robert jungles. 2
75 miles north of Sal-
Waters. Dayjil...Waters, Cliff fib- gon. from 
the Cambodian border.
ble, Kenny Collins. Marty Wells, On Sout
h Vietnam's northern her.
and Morgan Moore der, a sma
ll patrol from the ring-
ed Marine fort of Khe Sanh kill-
ed 26 North Vietnamese Tuesday.,
Almo PTA Teams U.S. Army troops killed 66 more
further east along the northern '
Beat New Concord frontier Monday. according to a I
delayed American announcement
In Saigon. Thieu told UPI-For-
eign Fditor John N Fallon in an
exclusive interview that the 30.-
000-man Red army in South Viet-
nam will make a final great of
fensive "in May or June"
The South Vietnamese leader
said the Communist stir is to %0 •
.a big enough victor, to enjoy a
position of strength at' a peace
negotiation table. Thieu said 1968
Members of Troop 45 continue
their study and work in the field
of Conservation of our natural re-
sources.
Jerry Maupin, District Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Officer,
talked with the troop on wildlife
found within the I.BL Area. He
discussed the wild turkey's habits
and the rules and regulations for
hunting the turkey in the 1.B1.'
Following his talk there was a
master. Lee Critz, Troop 45's Con-
servation Chairman.
The following Troop members
attended the meeting:
Alan Weatherly, Randy Lowe,
Rodney Lowe, Lloyd Allen Me-
The Almo PTA men's and wo-
men's basketball teams were both
victoriou.s in their games with
New Concord Parents' Club's
teams Tuesday night at Almo
In the women's game the score
was Almo 47 and Concord 39
Alma (47) - Conned' ltT. Ben.
nett 18 Brandon 19, Starks, Mil-
ler. Cleaver, Riley. Woodall. Pas-
'hail, and Smith
Concord (39! - Phillips 10, is the Communist year of decision.
If the Red drive fails. Thieu Presi ent
said the Communists might "face
away" to remain a threat but no a
more a major military force. b
The 44-year-old leader said the
Communists suffered 50.000 men
killed in their February assault
against 35 South Vietnamese cut- Cody Caldwell was elevat
ed to
e S. towns and military bases In. president of the Murray 
Lions
formed sources said the Viet Cong
has been making rapid recruiting
progress in the thickly populated
Concord (43) - Lamb 23. Bran- delta, making up for Tet offens
ive
don 2. Phillips 9. Willoughby 9,
and Anderson.
Concord (43) - Lamb 23. Bran-
don 2, Phillips 9, Willoughby 9,
and Anderson.
On Friday night. March 29. the
Almo teams will be hosts to the Airman 
Joseph R Hargrove. son
Kirksey teams at Almo at seven of Mr and 
Mrs . James R. Har-
M. grove. 915 Nor
th 18th Street, has
just completed his basic training
NOW YOU KNOW at Amarillo Air Forc
e Base. Texas.
by United Press International Hargrove i
s now going to school
Delaware, with three, is the at Technical 
School USAF De-
state with the fewest counties. I tense 
Language Institute. West
-Coast Branch, Presidio 
of Mon.
losses. In that rice paddy and
marsh country four major bat-
tles were fought Tuesday:
-The 44th Vietnamese Ranger
Battalion charged into the veter-
an Viet Cong Soc Trang local force
battalion about 100 miles south
of Saigon. They killed at least
100 guerrillas in the Red bunkers
in a day-long battle, losing five
men killed themselves.
-Six miles northwest of Sai-
gon, Vietnamese paratroopers kill-
ed 30 guerrillas, suffering "very
light" casualties themselves.
-Troops from the 7th Vietni.
mese Division battled units of the
263rd Viet Cone main force re-
gular battalion 32 miles south of
Saigon in a fight still raging to-
day'. At least 31 guerrillas were
reported killed.
-A government regiment Lill-
II 15 more guerrillas near the
village of Sadec nearly 100 miles
below Saigon in the Delta.
In other action, U.S. Air Force
B52 Stratofortresses resumed their
massive strikes against the 16,000
to 20.000 North Vietnamese esti-
mated by U.S. intelligence to be
ringing Khe Sanh. western an-
chor of the allied anti-invasion
northern border line. In North
Vietnam. on 82 missions. U. S. ieta
Tuesday bombed three airfields,
a chemical, plant and a power
plant plus other targets. Pilot said
they spotted MIG21 Red intercep
tors on their radar screens But
the MIGs did not offer combat.
Cody Caldwell
ons Club
Ferguson 29, Raantierrs 6. Bucy
liousden, Hendon. and Bran-
don
Lamb of Concord hit for 21
points in the men's game. but his
team lost to Almo 58 to 43.
Almo (58) - 1.a.e 7. Higgins 2,
J. Pritchett 2, D Pritchett 4, Don-
ner 8, Riley: 2, Paschall 11, Jones
4, Bennett 6, Darnell 3, Cochran
7. G. tSarks 2, J Starks. Winches-
ter, Rushing, W. Pritchett.
A SLINGSHOT FOR JOHN JR.--Touring 
a native market place
in campeche, Mexico, Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy 
teats R sling
shot she bought for her son, John Jr. In the backgro
und
Secret Service agent Jack Walsh.
Airman Hargrove At
Language School
terey, California. to attend Serbia
Croatian 'Language Training
Course,
The Murray man is a graduate
of Calloway County High School.
Before entering the Air Force he
was employed at Jim Adams IGA
and attended Murray State Uni-
versity.
Whoopers Begin
Trek To Canada
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Four
of the 47 whooping cranes have
left Texas for the flock's nesting
grounds in Canada, the Interior
Department reported today.
A spokesman said the remain
der of the birds probably
have left the Aransas Wildlife Re-
fuge by the middle of next month
The whoopers. making a grad- ,
ual comeback after near-extinct- 1
ion, nest in Wood Buffalo Park,
near the Arctic Circle.
In addition to doing all pos-
sible to .protect the flock, wildlife
officials are hatching and rear
whoopers in captivity, to replen-
ish it.
CORRECTION
In the Johnson's Grocery ad in
the second section today' Pal Pe
a-
nut butter should be two poun
ds
for 79 cents and Hy-Power tama-
les should be No. 2i4 can for 
35
cents.
1..
Club in an election of officers
!held last night at the club's re-
gular meeting
I I.ion Caldwell advanced to head
. the local civic club after having
served through the successive
chairs of ftrst, second, and third
vice-president. Caldwell is a
'claims representative of the Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau Insurance
Company.
Other officers named to serve
'the club beginning June of this
year were., Z C Enix. first vice.
president. Lester Nanny, second
vice-president, and Joe Pat Ward.
third vice-president, Kenneth Win-
ters. secretary. Frank Fast. trea-
surer. Hatton Garner. Lion Tamer,
Joe Pat Trevathan, tail twister,
and R I Cooper and W B Mc-
Cuiston as directop for two year
terms.
Lowell Palmer. office manager
of the ASC.S office in Murray w
as
the guest speaker at the meeting.
He addressed the Lions on the
purpose and value of the ASCS
program.
Lion Rob Ray presented new
member kits to three Lion Cuba,
Terry Arndt, Clifford Eutuinka,
and Finis Griffith.
Dwain McIntosh was a guest of
Vance Ramage and Clyde McDon-
ald was a guest of George Ligo
n.
Miss Frances Brown
On State Program
Miss Frances Brown of the
home economics department 
of
Murray State University will ta
ke
part in the programs to be pre-
sented at the 46th annual meeti
ng
of the Kentucky Home Economi
es
Association Friday and Saturd
ay
In Louisville
Ttie Murray teacher will app
ear
on the Friday program. along with
other outstanding persons
The meetings will all be held
at the Brown Hotel with the ba
n-
quet planned for Friday 
night
with William Ruder, president of
Ruder & Finn, delivering the 
main
address.
•
„
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THE LEDGER 41, TIMES Elvin Hayes Veterans
NIMILI8111311 by ILAIDOES • TUNIS PUALISMING COILPANY, label
unuoixuwon of the Murray Ledger. The OallOway Tunas, and Th• 111111111. 1 SayS He Wants Questions & Answers
Ihrsiti, October NS 181 and the Vain LesisluoMen. January IS 1111., , 
1 Q — I served for three years
103 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky. 42071 in the Army from early 19til to
JAMS C. WELLIAMIL kl111.ZEUEICR , $300,000 Tag . discharged I was stationed in Ke-enly 1964 and was honorably
Ws morn ibe rignt to reject MY lailinailar. tiallavli iii die Ildlime. ee I rope during the Berlin Crisis. Arn
Public Ys'___ wild'. ala aill tOMMilli4198 ova ese alla aeol anima. eil I SAN moo, Celt CV — Elvin i eite*bie for -C°14 War" G. 1'
sur madam- 'Hayes, college basketball's Play, Bill benefits even
 though I was
NATIONAL REPRESID‘TATIV128: VIALLACS WPM= CO. MB Medi. er of the
 Year this season mho not in servtee after August 4,
ion am.. bleannhas Twins Vein di We Bldg., New Vert, N.Y. Bangiminson a4a he wants at least $3(111.•" tu 1964'
itidg, Detroit. Mich. sign a pm contract, meets sIth 
been complaining all spring thatA — Yes. you are eligible The
"
 aimemiswewessamesiereallinwallinalle- .I
WEDNESDAY — MARCH 27, 1968
Pitchers Are Hotter Than
The Weather This Spring
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
The pitchers are always hotter
than the hitters in the spring but
this year they're even hotter than
the weather.
Major league managers have
pegs to be the most impressive
pitcher in Florida this Spring. held
the Inns s• one hit for nx innings
'.fore giving' way to Bob Gibson.
Doubles by Bud Harrelson and
Ken Boswell gave the Mets a 1-0
vietory in the ninth as Nolan
Ryan. Stay Short and Dan Fri-
sella combined is a six-hitter a-
mused at the Pea oath% shotar. gistuoty air arammimui se  thd: saw /hew, Reekt,,ts *Iwo te_s-ssatas wor _haL_sasabiat 
Law aa. unusually cool weather has morn
I MI which want tabs effect Jane plicated their pita-lig plans.7AT.
4 1'3ln* 'the -world shillsItIvins-___
elINS Mahar 
ter the brilliant pitching perform- Ottler Scores
The Minnesota Ts ius defeatedances in Tuesday's exhibition I
81:7B8CIRIPTION RATES By Carrier In Mur- ray. per mask Me, per month
11.14. In Calloway and acne/rung (mania. Per Pow. 44-50. Lanes 1 a A.
411,00a.Skiarettere $11.011 en service autecrintions MAO
1.tlastatuellag alb asset et eginwimmIty la the McMahon. the Rockets' general
Wits.089 at Rs Newaggmar manager-coach.
- • "We're going after Hayes."
Brritbard said "I've seen him and
he's a greet basketball player
He's a fine young man and I want
hint on my basketball team."
However. the San Diego presi
dent didn't mention money. The
Rockets woo a cum flip with Bat
Moore for the rights to the NBA's
No. 4 draft choice.
Hayes. who led Houston to an
unbeaten regular season record
and first place in the final UPI
mashes. Poll, indicated he wanted
to play in the established NBA
rather than the new American
WASSAIL Wm. Sett Eugene McCarthy comment:Dig on Basketball Amociation.
the sadden rathpiation Tuesday of his press aide and assist- But he added. "I'm not saying
ant press aide: rek read) to sign any old con, are tax osestP1 be-nehtsI Other veteran benefits that are
heard ttsey were somewhat unhappy. You don't. have tract--
perfect peace and harmony in campaigns." 
Hayes was selected in a secret tax exempt and need not he re-
draft by the Houston Stavericks Ported are subsistence payments
of the ABA. The Mavericks said for vocational 
for wheelchair"
rehabiltation 
homes
tratn-
ALBANY. N Y — New York state senate majority leader Tuemuiy they were willing to of. ing, 
grant
Early Brydges commenting on Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller's jer and guarantee Hayes s5011000 and automobile equipment for the
chances to win the Republican presidential nomination with- to sign with them seyerely disabled, payments to
out entering the Oregon prunary: -Our Texas money talks and we 
surviving dependents of deceased
. Maki believe he is the most qualified man in the nation are willing 
le offer and guaran- , veterans, and compensation allow-
tee yr. Hayes ma am to play ances for dependents of certain
to be president, and I hope destiny will so nominate him."
for the Houston Mavericks," Hoe- disabled veterans,
Only 0 •
in aimed
on G. L
taxable.
posit with VA is reportable and
insurance dividends left on de-
— I understand that once
payments to my beneficiary (wife)
on my G I. insurance policy con-
for the maserwaiss lasses skis.. tract have begun. she C.110191
**Ii still depends on which one is ge the plan of settlement. Is this
true' Suppose her needs change
A Bible Thought for Today willing t'n'tne 
price" 
suddenly after my death, what
can she. do', •
Rocky Colavito A — Formerly, once payments
May Not Report To had begun on a selected option
settlement of a G I insurance
Beheld. hr eogneth with clouds. and every eye stll see Camp This Spring contract, the beneficiary could not
him, and they also which pierced him, and all kindireds of change this option However. un-
the earth shall wan boesase of him. Even be, Amen. SARASOTA. Fla. — Slug- der new VA regulations now in
--Revelation 1:7. gery Rocky Colayito said today effect, your beneficiary (wife) may
not report to the change to a more advantageous
The day is coming when the skeptic will realize that his that •he may
Los Angeles Dodgers and "is con- option if 11) the change is re-
agmss..icissn is only a word fog ignorarice. but then it will be sidenng retirement- from baseball" quested within one year of the
too late' after being sold by the Chicago beneficiary's initial choice of op-
White Sox tion and (2) the beneficiary's
en Years Ago Today -
•"I haven't made up in'
that interval. ,So our wife. does
have a choice.
health has not changed during
Iran= PIM 
whether
itb7leto 
report to
toc.Ithic onn‘lutZI"de 'r
after the White Sot sold him for
WEDNESDAY MARCH 2; 1968
Quotes From The News
By t NITLD PRESS INTEILNATIONAL
POCATELLO. Idaho — Sen Robert F. Kennedy, expand-
ing his criticism of the Vietnam War to include the Repub-
lican front runner for the presidential nomination, Richard
'at have nothing against him. but if anybody can tell me
he has a new idea, I'd like to hear it."
1. 1966—provides that any vet-The 6-foot-9 Uniiveriaty of Boo-
ston star arrived Tuesday and eran who served on active duty
for a period of more than 1110talked with Boh Breitbart the
president of the National Bask- days anjayn 13)317 lo mf whaincdh
who wasettsall Association club, end Jack after 
dishonorable or for a service con-
nected- disability, is eligible. See
your nearest VA office for infor-
mation and assistance concerning
disability. is eligible. See your
nearest N'A office for informa.
Lion and assistance concerning
benefits presided by the -Cold
War" G 1 Bill.
Q — This April will be the
first time since I got out of ser-
vice that I will file an income
tax return. I am receiving disabil-
ity compensation and an educa-
tional assistance allowance Must
I report these payments on my
income tax!
A. — No. Compensation for a
service-connected disability and
egueational assistance allowance
• ston General Manager Slater Mar- '
KATOON — South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van tin said '
- Thieu commenting on recent antiwar and anti-adininistra- Martin added he thought Hayes'
.Utm statements by Sen. Edward M Kennedy, Robert F Ken- !serves should be worth 5750.000
nedy and William J Pulbright , i to the Rockets -with their TV
"Sometimes I can tell you that statements of some of theleontracts and all."
senators are difficult for iis " ! -Fm not say ing 1 wouldn't play
'L .
Deaths Cr ported today are Fred Hale, age 60. who died
at his house on Murray Route rive. and Alvin Hogue, age 64.
who died at his home on Hazel Route Two.
Jere Buchanan, son of Mr Ind 14rs Carlton Buchanan,
has won honors at his college. The Citadei in Charleston, S.C.
He attended Murray High School.
The Ledger and Times is running a current series of ar-
ticles explaining the work of the Murray Planning and Zon-
ing Commission They are being run through the cooperation
of Murray Planning and Zoning Commission and the state
division of planning and zoning
The Murray Knights and Hardin advanced to the semi-
finals dg,the Atomic Valley League Tournainent play in the
Can Heaftli Building.
a sum sand to he in ..,(f.••• of
the 520.000 waiver price sl It
make up my mind in a day or
two whether to retire"
Colavito was hitting .207 with
one homer and five runs batted
in this spring He batted .241 in
61 games for the Cleyeland In-
dians and 221 in GO games for
the White Sox while driving in a
iota of 50 runs last seaman He
has hit 386 homers during a 14-
year major league career.
Vice president E. J. "Bowe"
Bevan and manager Watt Alston
of the Dodgers ohs-imply were un-
aware that Colayit is considering
retirement.
Ago Tocia This is not the end of our et.y forts." said Bayasi at Vero Beach.
Lissa • TUMID NILS It may be only the beginni
ng.
. We still think se need more
Lee Carraway, age 71, of complications at five p.m eightsassaea eating
March 25 at his home on South titi Street after illness of "We'll use Celayito primarily a-
three Months
The Ag Club at Murray State College announced
that they have completed plans to assist in Caliowa re-,
forestation project by planting pine seedlings on t acres
of eroded land bordering the highway on the Wade rawford
farm. William E Dodson is chairman of the corn flee
IP. D Melleu at the Murray State College is ulty spoke
on -Man Cannot Live On Bread Alone" at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club
Bob Prince and Emmett Buriseen. Murray State College
students. debated the question -Resolved that a Fedetal
World Government Slinuld Be E.stablishetr at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club
Sho n
,
* Enda Today *
61H111111CMOKIIM
insects ON* • USIMAINIL PICTURE
* THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY *
IRE &two
oFhlosit DORIS
When she goes
West • the West
goes chicken!
AJ SUITS oobit
DAT
COLOR
re,
gainst left handed pitching. at
least at the start.- said Alston
'II have to see how he hits If
he hits well enough, he could
play regularly"
Veteran pitchers hm O'Toole
and Bob Shaw were released by. ,
the White Sox Tuesday at the
same time the Colavito sale was
announced. O'Toole said he will
contact the Cincinnati Reds and
Boston Red Sox and would be
willing to pitch for a minor league
team this year but Shaw said. he
may retire.
EXHIBITION BASEBALL
RESULTS
By United Press International
twelves Results ,
Attain* 2 Baltimore 1
New York (Ni 1 St Louis 0
Pittsburgh 2 Roston 1
Minnesota 4 New York (Ai 2
Chicago (A) 4 oakinind 0
Detroit 8 Washington 0
San Fran 3 Chicago Oh 2
California 6 Cleveland 2
Cincinnati '7 Los Angeles 2
•
HART A KENTUCKIAN
Joe T. Hart. Kentucky's out
standing sculptor, was born in
1810 near Winchester, Ky. Re
died in Florence. Italy. in 1877
and was buried near his friend.
poetess Elizabeth Barrett Brown
lng
Cain of the Detroit Tigers, Steve
Canton of the St Louis Cardi•
nals and a trio of New York Met
pitchers all displayed exceptional
form
Bunning, acquired by the Pi.
rates after winning 74 games for
the Philadelphia Phillies during
the last four years, tuned up for
an anticipated opening-day assign-
ment by allowing only two hits
in eight innings of a 2-1 triumph
over the Boston Red Sox. Bunning.
who Vieth tagged for a triple by
George Scott and a single by Mike
Andrews, struck out six batters
and walked only one. Manny Mo-
te hit a two-run homer off Gary
Waslewski . in the first inning
sending the Pirates off to a 2-0
lead.
Giant Victory
Marietta! and Niekro each al-
lowed one run in eight innings
as the Giants beat the Cobs 3-2.
Mancha' allowed six hits and
struck out four while Niekro yield-
ed eight hits and fanned one.
Pete Mikkelsen's wild pickoff
throw enabled 011ie Brown to
score the winning run. for the
Giants in the ninth.
Rookie Carlos allowed only two
sinzles in fne innings and Bobhs.
Priddy, Wilbur Wood and Iloyt
Wilhelm completed the Chicago
White Sox' 4-0 shutout of the
Oakland Athletics. Carlos. who had
an 0.86 earned run average in
eight appearances for the White
Sox last season, reduced his spring
ERA to L06.
Dick Kelly stretched his string
of eonsecutiye seoreleks innings
to 21 as he blanked thellaltimore
ninnies an four hits for seven in-
nings The Braves won the game
2-1 when relief pitcher Cecil Up-
thaw singled with two out and
the bases filled in the ninth.
Lolich. Reed and Cain worked/
three innings each and combined
in a three-hitter to give thetig-
crs an 8-0 win titer the Washing'
ton Senators_ BilliFfechari‘s three-
run homer and a &utile were the
big blows for the Tigers. The Sen-
ators committed Nie errors, in-
cluding three by second baseman
Bernie Allen., -
Carlton, csrlisidered by some ex-
,' —
'games, however, don't be surprised the New York Yankees 4-2, the
if some managers want to train Cincinnati Reds beat the Los A
n-
Wes Dodgers 7-2 and the Cali-nest spring in Alaska.
fornia Angels topped the Clevs-
Jim Bunning of the Pittsburgh land Indians 6-2 in other games
Pirates. Juan Manchal of the San Jim Perry and Moe Ogier
Francisco Giants, Joe Niekro of ed 
pitch.
a five-hitter and batterym..te
the Chicago Cubs. Cisco Carlos John Roseboro drove in three runs
of the Chicago Whin Sox. Dick with a pair of singles for the
Kelley, of the Atlanta Braves. Twins while Andy Kosco knot-kelt
Mickey Lolich. Bob Reed and Les in both Yankee runs with is single
and a homer. It was the Twins'
fifth victory in six games.
Lee Max's three-run homer cli-
maxed a five-run third-inning ral-
ly that carried the Reds to their
11th tictory in 17 exhibtion games.
Gary Nolan, Jay Ritchie and Bob
Lee spaced out 11 Dodger hits.
Chuck Motion and Roger Repoz
hit the Angels' first homers of
the -spring and Jimmy Hall add- ,
ed a key double to the attack as
the Angels raised their spring
record to 8-9. Rookie Tenn Mur-
phy allowed only three hits and
an unearned run during the first
five innings -for the Angels.
The Almanac
by United Press Internatonal
Today is Wednesday. March 27,
the 87th day of 1988 with 279 to
'ti 110w
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase
The rnsrning star is Venus.
The evening stars are stars and
iupiter
On this day in history:
In 1513, Ponce de Leon distov-
ered the east coast of Florida in
has search for the fountain of
youth.
In 1933. Japan resigned Item
the League of Nations. /
in 1941 Regent Prince/Paul of
Yugoslavia was removed train of-
Hee alter agreeing a military
and ec ic onom pac with the Axis
oov.'ers
In 062, P
Argentina
e met. to
At
ismet
crt
ident FrondIzi of
s deposed as military
over.
ght for the day: Roman
erase said. -as riches grow.
fnil.pws, and a thirst for more
.1 more-
An Easter Shoe You Need
..Even After Easter
Come in and took it over-.. : Thom
McAn's classic dress-up shoe.
- Butter-soft leather uppers.
Flexible soles. Foot-sooth-
ing fit
Just right for Easter. ..
it completes your year
'round wardrobe, too.
Soothing price, only
,s1 3.00.
Thom IlicAn
A Division of Melville Shoe Corporation
ther Thom McAn styles for men
and young men, '9.00 to '16.00
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MODERN STYLING
The WIlITNLY • GA 51 40W
Beautiful Modern styled dual-speaker console
in aenuone-nil tinistved Walnut veneer, and
select hardwood solids. Single-Inob 'uncut
with ollumtruied VHF and UHF channel numbers.
Sensatonally 
priced
for Our
Zenith 
Golden
Jubilee
L._
As low as
$4.40
per week
Bank Interest
• Fine-Furniture Styling
• Zenith AEC-Automatic Fine-tuning Control
• Super Go:c1 Video Guard Tuner
• Full-Featured Console
and it's H.41VOCitif- I D
for grester dependability!
New Zenith Super SO Haricicraited Color IV timid.
with no pooled circuits • -odurrion isoitisits
for fewer *Nice profile..., unrovaied tiep: ndathisty I
QUANTITIES LIM' I
BEST YENR YET 10 (Ai I
Aiurray 1 Ionic and Auto Sion:
Chestnut $t. 751-2571 ,
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Placement 
ivnarifeat:or ofof atbhaiislity
Of Child
• Important
•
•
4
s
UPI Education Specieli
Your child's placemen or next Hospital Report
year is an important
him, yourself, and
Each school iyite-
4,
7dndiisicoaiceeth 
that the situati is life like and
important to social adjustment.
Opponents pTaim that the vast dif-
ferences e most difficatt for the
Jeachevto handle.
In "ealita there are many logi.
ca arguments on both sides. A-
ain research has not offered any
proof. The experiments to date
Sy DAVID NYDICK have been most contradictory.
a philosophy;
dren most
ing.
School.- population and size of-
ten dictate the number'Thf stu-
dents' in eas class and the pos-
sible number of classes.
The number of students assign
ed to each teacher has many im-
plications for instruction. Most ed-
ucators feel that an elementary
teacher can handle twenty-five
quite adequately. When the ntun-
oncern to
ool officials. Mrs. Kay Craven and baby gist,
-hardeVeloped -"Tar- -27-
r grouping chit- • Brooks, 1511 Glendale Road, Mos-
ectively for learn- ray: Mts. Carol J Wilson and baby
girl. 1621 1-s Farmer Ave.. Mur-
ray; William Thomas, 305 Col-
lege Court. Murray; Burie
1107 Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Lin-
da Hargis and baby girl, Alm:
Charles Martin. Route 4, Murray:
Mrs, Joetta Lewis. Hardin: Wil-
liam V. Hale. 710 Olive. Mums;
Zula M. Dunn, Route 7, Ben-
ton; Mrs. Pauline Gariand7V-r;
Concord: Tremon Smith, Route 2.
• • 1
1 le
•
neve.'"
•
••
-THE 1.Ellta,Lit - &1111k11 - 8411.AtAk, ji,ENLL LAI
HUNGARIAN RENAULT
PARIS CS' - Premier Jeno
nick of Hungary today planned
to visit the state-run Renault
plant. which recently signed an
agreement to set up an automo-
bile plant in his country.
ber rises above thirty, the quality Murray; arra. Nellie Nance. Gen,
of instruction suffers. In the sec- Hazel; Mrs. Edith Garrison,
ondary school the suggested num- 911 Waldrop, Murray; Mrs. Roxie
ber varies with the subject. A lab- Jenkins, 509.- North 4th - Street,
oratory class needs close super- Murray; Mrs. Opal Blalock. Route
vision, while a lectvre class may 3. Murray; Baby boy Allen. 1604
be quite large. College Ferm.74..11:17as.
Not Conclusive 
Specific research does not ap- Charles Harper, sRoute 1, t.a
pear to be conclusive. The proper Grove: Vera E. Outland, Route 6.
class size depends upon the me- Murray: miss Leah 'foil. 170.3
thod of teaching and is closely re- Keenland Drive. Murray, Orpha
fated to the aims of the program.. fl,..jimes. R„fe,:_t Law.,
You often hear reference to alartin. 505 South 2nd Street, !
homogeneous or heterogentious Murray; Vernie Wyatt. Route I.'
grouping. Homogeneous grouping rsirksey; Shirley Darnell. Route
means arrangement of classes with 3, Murray; Lewis Donelson. Rout.
emphasis upon sameness. Children
6, Murray; Eurie Vance,-Route 2.
with similar ability and perform-
ance are placed together. Those 
Murray; Billy E. Brandon. no
-
in fasor of this method claim that ..."'amcre' 
Murray; Mrs. Sher 
Bri,the teacher can more easily reach 
alaky Dill Trl. Crt.. Murray;
the group She will adjust her in- Mrs. Frank
ie Herndon and baby
struction to the level of each sec- boa. 501 Sou
th 7th Street. NI=
tion. Opponents indicate that there ray, Mrs. Barbara, t=7C
Par.k and
is a lack of stimulation in slow hake girl. -Route 4, Bent in; Lee
groups. There is -also a stigma aa...McMuilm,is, Sisrs6.e Street, NW;
tached to each class whether they ray; Preston Harris, 901 Fairlane
be slow or fast Murn,y: Lucille Peeler, Rt.
Heterogeneous grouping is a . exter: Mrs. Patae Oxertast.
mixed type in that clues are ar-
ranged to Unlock students with a
4 .
-WATT 11tANSPtANT patient
Dr. Philip Bleiherg gives the
"ctorY sign at his apart-
- ment in Cape South
Africa.. He is convalescing at
home, row. !ram the historic
511 - Whitneli Ave., Murray Sliss 
optratior. performed Jan. S.
1.4aissy-Selsran. Route 2, Murra.
•••••._
•
eb•
•
S.
PAGE THREE
LIMB LOST paper Revista Realidale in Sao
- - Paulo, was injured while with
, SAIGON III - Jose Hamilton the U. S. 1st Cavalry Division it
Ribeiro, a Brazilian newsman. lost Quang Tri Province, South Viet
a foot and part of leg when he nam's northrnmost erovince
stepped on a booby trap last Tues-
day, military spokesmen disclosed
today. Ribeiro, 32, of the news.
JAPANESE STUDENTS OPPOSE NEW AIRPORT-Demonstrating against a proposed new
international airport at Narita. Japan, students try to escape through a barbed wire bar-
ricade as riot police rush in. The students claim the airport is closely tied in with "U.S.
aggression in. Vietnam." Unofficial reports said more than 300 students and police were
Injured In the clash. (Radiophoto.)
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Ser-
vice, Wed., March 27. 1968 Ken-
tucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1351 Head. Barrows and
Gilts. Steady; . Sows, Steady to
Strong. _
US I-2 - 200-230 lbs $18.50-18.75,
I'S 13 - .190-230 lbs 517 75.1850:
IS 23 - 230-250 lbs $17 25-17.75:
SOWS:
US 1-2 - 240-280 lbs $16.50-17.25.
I'S 1-3 -- 270-350 lbs $15 50-16.50;
VS 2-3 - 300-450 lbs $145015.50.
US 2-3 - 400-650 lbs $14.00-15.00.
Carus! Cwritsot., rTohre gepsostely-it
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
SOME things are good and
some are good for you.
Oranges and tangerines are
both, so use them where you
can to add superb citrus fla-
vor tct main dishes, salads and
even irrweets
W,e've selected the latter
category for today's recipes
beesuse homemakers tend to
forget about fruit when it
comel• tir arrtopping- -tip- 4I•••_
sects. To nudge your memory
here are three delectable reo--
pee that suggest glamor'-'-
ways to turn the golden fruit-,
of Florida into delightful der
mart'.
GINGERBREAD WITH
ORANGE litAl't.t:
1 pigs. gingerbread cake
mix
% C. sugar
1 tbsp. cornstarch
% tap. salt
1 C. orange juice
_i_tiaLgratcd orange rind
1 orar.se. sliced
Prepare gingerbread accord-
trig to paokage direegens us-
ing 9-inch aqtare pan.
Mix sugar, cornstarch ar.d
.sgitin _saucepan. Stir in
orange juice anal oran-We rlifd.-
Slbwly bring to a bull. stir-
ri. constantly. Add ortinzm
'dices; heat.
Remove gingerbread from
wen; let cool slightly. its.
move from pan. Pour orange
sauce over gingerbread.
Serve hot or cold.
M-,k.es 9 (3-incht squares.
eiTxus PUDDING
3 oranges. peeled, sliced
and quartered
2 apples, sliced
1 tbsp. sugar
'40+
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% tsp nutmeg
ta tspoWIL.lutUll
I C. r
1 e. se-nr
ssking poo.ier
• t 'It
• t orange rind
I oeeten
2 t Jotter
r ;,.• aaa peange Jul..
Place and apple
ares-41-'1.,•.; es'
1111.1111Mits... • Cirigai44.1,
--
slices in liyers in La:..:-,hca
ba7:1:- _-; pen or in 1-quart cuss.
scrise.
intgar. nrtmeg and
,non.• rinirlo half of
thi. mi.-store
Bleed flour. st .r, briaclas-,
powder, salt, orriaae iind and
egg until crumbly.
Ztrrinitla over stleed fruit.
Sprinkle reisliining
- tit • :7;111/11E'
-:••• s
• .
TANGERINE CUSTARD SAUCE is easy to whip up. Whes it'n made 
it can be used for
a trio of tempting desserts; Spoon it over fruit cop, pound or 
angel food cake or ice cream:
'Me
-4
4
• '
rnisaure
buLter. Pas _al joLtoi
all.
Bake -in 2.50• -erveseassasse
oven sa minutes.
Berea warm or c i. %•.'"
Pitrees to
TANtiltr- "N'•',. es 'a.-,.
SAI re
Ott •
tarp: salt
11/.: C.
1 (6 co.) can frozen
Florida tangerine
conaant
2 si sp. arandy,
Beat eggs In tap of dour:.
boiler; Air in !wart. artit Mit. -
ii.ossly' aid c calded
st..fi-r;n; COrISLITI.I•ylkottk over
hot (not boiling) wrstar, stir-
ring ' constantly, until .thick
enough to coat spoon with
film. Pour at once into
Coil bowl; cool custard. ,
fltsr In tanserire concen-
trate and brandy.
Cover and refrigeratc
chilled. Makes about 2,, •
Note: Sections of
tenT,erines may be added to
sauce with concentrate aio
brandy.
Serving Suggestions
1. Top slices of pound, angel
food or other plain cake witli
Tangerine Custard Sauce;
garnish with' tangerine sec-
tions.
2. Top vanilla, butter pecan
or other flavor ice cream with
Timer-rine Custard Sauce:
gR: ish with Lingerie,' isr--
tions.
3. Top fruit eup. of Flo. ,,11
,.range, grapefruit aild tan-
gerine sections with la:t(erms
Custard Sauce.
Al•
SOLDIER RUNS AMUCK
SANTO DOMINGO It•PIr - The
army- said Tuesday a private ran
amok with his Mauser rifle in
the southern city of Valverde,
killing six persons including a
five-year-old girl and wounding
nine others. The army report said
Pvt. Belarminio Antonio Rodrig-
uez. despondent o%er an unsuc•
cessful romance, ran out of his
barracks rifle in hand and spray-
IT
•
ect the, -square 'outside' with bul-
lets. He was captured by an army
patrol..
CONSTANTINE ILL
ZI'RICH. Switzerland TED -
King 'Constantine and Queen Anne
Marie of Greece were in Zurich
today for treatment of the king's
sinusitis, according to a Rome
spokesman for the royal family.
TECH-AG
LANGLIAGL
ST )01-1N RRANER. CENTRAL PRESS
LUNAR ORB/I ER---five unmanned
camera carrying spmecroft that
odart•d and photo-mapped 99 per
cent of the visible fa. of IS..
Moon and 60 or" tent of far eid•
to aid in NASA Apollo landing
site seleolons
Every
Homeowner
needs it....
1-NLY
ORKM
can give you
ORKIN
"12"
NEW PLAN Or COMPLETE
PROTECTION AGAINST
TERMITES
DON'T WAIT-CALL 100A1 101
IIIANANTIIDP1110TICTIO5
753-1201
ISWULL fkiVISION
la,•••• 1••••••••• end rwe (morel (••••••••••
INVESTIGATE
Since such grave consequences are involved, a person
shouts' ii -t "-Anythiria religious without thorough in-
vestigatinn. not in the light of human tradition, but in the
light rof divine revelation (Mark 7:1-9,.
INVESTIGATION NECESSARY
Thos. masa prieeleas possession a person has is his soul
mattheis 16•26r lt he loses his semi he has lost all that real-
eerinta, We are reneatelle warned in sacred scripture a
gainat he.ing dereivest .Teaus said. "Take heed that no man
deeeive.sop• " rMstttew 'MAI The person who does not
have the pr-per attitude tnward truth mar be deceived in
...believina a Tie. Paul said. "For this cause God shall send
them strone delusion. that they shnuld believe a lie: that
they all might be deitined who believe nat t h e truth h a d
pleasure in unrighteousness" (2 Thessalonians 2.11-12).
INVESTIGATION IS COMMANDED
It is foolish to accept everything that is presented in the
name of religion -Intensive investigation should he given so
imnortant a matter. Jesus advised the Jews to "Search the
scriptures" (Jahn 5391. The Bereans "Searched the scriptur-
es daily" to determine what was truth (Arts 17- 111 Paul said
that we are to "prove all things" (1 Thessalonians 5-21)
Every responsible person is to "Rise, a n d measure t he
temple of God, and the altar, and them that worship there-
in" (Revelation 11'1) The standard he which we are to mea-
sure is the New Testament Scripture.
ss's
CHURCHES OF CHRIST URGE INVESTIGATION
We willingly submit our claims to an exacting investigation
in the light of divine revelatian. We believe all thine!' should
.be Oaccording to the pattern". given_ tit in the Bible
brews 8-51 To offend in one point is to be guilty of 1
(James 2:1Q1 We must "speak as the oracles of God" (I Pet"
er 4.111 and be ready "to give an answer to even. person"
(1 Peter :1713. Investigation in the light of God's word is not
a terror tn those who have a genuine desire to follow Christ
When error is nointed out to an honest person, instead of
being offended, he will caunt it a personal favor.
SOME POINTS TO INVESTIGATE
The churches of Christ urge investigation in the light of
the Bible on all points of doctrine and practice. listed below
are a few far consideration:
1. CREED. Instead ivea dacument compiled by human be-
ings cur creed is a Irvine person the Lord Jesus Christ. Pet-
er said 'drh-it art the Christ the Son of the Living God"
(Matthew 16-161 The queen's Treasurer confessed, "I believe
that Jesus rheist is the n ef God" (Arts 8•37) Martha said.
"Yea I "rd • believe that shoo 'art•-•the Christ the Son of
God whi-h should come into the wartoPs. Cohn 11
.27)
t) PPM le rtie PAITS4 P.,••••-4 'fp all human aliscintioea Ana
marmals the ahoieehes.nf ("hero aeeent as their rule of faith
anot ”easaise -tow the avo.'d of Christ 190s is the "....v4 pr.
law ^f (Tames 1"'3) It is a comolete and suffirient
guide (2 Peter 1.31 and furnishes one romoletelv "untn.
es-era' good work" '2 Timothy 3- 16-17) We must not sill 4
diminish from these inspired words (Revelation 22 18-19).
3, cagrraarria ..e.41VF 14AAE NI. The. isi•rarrhirts and _cedes-
iactinism which en, ern re-eminent religious bodies today did
not came into existence until hundreds of years after the
establishment of Chriat's choreh His church is broken up in-
to !near congregations which are autonomous Christ is the
only head of His church (Colnecians 1 181 Each local congre-
gation is governed by a oluralitv of bishops or elders select-
ed from amene their respective members (Acts 14.23: Phil-
lip/liens 1.1-2) The deacons evangelists and members with-
in the local church serve under the oversight of the bishops
or elders (Hebrews 13.17)
DIVIN= I aw nig IIFAFNFRATION. Relies-era became
members a the New Testament Church ha. obesine the same
of rsrh nerene believer! in Christ aS his Savinur
(Inain 5•95) renent.t0,1 ne his sins (kets 3-19) confessed his
faith in Christ (Arts 5•17) and was hantized for the remis
Mon of tins (Arts 2-38) On • nbevine these commands Oft
added !Omit The ehttre11 (ants 2-47).
CONCLUSION
A thorough and individual investigation of God's truth
honesty with self and with God mar and often does result
In a change in religious convictions Saul of Tarsus at one
timç thought it was his duty to do away with the name of
Chri (Acts 26 91 But later he was shown the truth and be
came devout servant of Christ (Acts 91-221 A group of
twelve d acioles at F.phestas, upon learning the truth, made
a change and were rebaptized by Paul (Acts 191-5) ETERN-
ITY WITH GOD WILL DEPEND UPON OUR INVESTIGA-
TION AND ACCEPTANCE OF GOD'S TRUTH.
You are always welcarne at the
CHURCHES OF CHRIST
....••••••••••• •••••
THE MEMBERS OF
Green Plain Church Of -Christ
Old Murray-Paris Road
INVITE VOU TO HEAR
KENNETH HOOVER
Preach Christ
MARCH 29-31
7:00 p.m. Each Evening
10:45 ash. Sunday Morning
. •
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Mrs. J. B. Burkamen . . .
,Vies. 0. C. Wells &
Mrs. David Hear)'
Present Program
Mrs. 0. C Wells and Mrs. David
Henry presented the program at
the luncheon meeting held by the
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Thursday.
Mardi 21. at the club house
The program as written by the
Hershey's Compans with the first
part being about the fashions, in-
ventices. coAung. VC of the Per
lad- from 1903 to 1936 which was
given by Mrs. Henry, and • the
se •and pert from 1936 to the pre-
set.: time by Mrs Viells
Spe:ial music Wm by Miss Lin-
da Shirk, s'iatat. accost/partied to
Kim Pennington at UPe piano, who
sang a medies of s goo from the
early 19001s including -*Wait Til
the Sun Shines Nellie". "Give My
Regards To Broadway". and "Hey
Look Me Over". She also sang
'Space:hero Ke_lans', lex the__
ser-nd part of the program''
Favors of Hershey bars and
kisses were at each plage. The
tables were decorated with spring
figwers. Mrs. Bryan Tolley and
Mrs. Car: 1. okhart were in charge
of anangements.
Mrs Nix Craisfard. chairman of
the department presided at Ute
meeting Mrs David GoWans, gen-
. era; Woman's Club president'. was
guest.
TRY OUR
SHIRT
LAUNDRY
SERVICE.
TODAY!
• Saies p. 3 to 4 hours ton
Vett in totems bine slate!
• Shirts dole as be IRes Res
rime . starch. m starch or ao
starch at ell
• ,Our spec aired egaionent as
Wei a (mot more perfect Ont
the most exaert hand inning tam
achieve
. Moderate prices' Check hero
ice! Minor masks tree' ali '4
loan.
BOON ES
Laundry-Clasners
Call 753-2552 for our .•
routensan now.
• •"
Names 761-11017 OR 753-4$41
LasRiter-Tadlork I aws Read
VIE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAT,
The 'Perfect Pair'
Makes a Goof
ha Abigail Nan Wipers
DEAR ABBY: Roy and I have
been going together for three
sears. We re not kola — we're
' both in our fifties.
Roy has mentioned marriage
several times, but nothing de.
Tillie was said Sbodt "when."-
I always suspected that Roy
-mid still be interested in other
women. alrho he kept telling me
' was wrong Well I decided to
aut him to the test, so I wrote
him a note saying I had. seen him
somewhere and I asked him to
meet me at a certain place at a
•ertain time Then I signed an-
ther wornan's name. I went to
the "meeting place" at the els-
a anted time and hid, and sure
therg was Roy all spruc.
d up and v:aitingt
tan't this a sign that he would
to meet another woman if he
d the change?
I finally told Roy that I had
Men the note. and I could new-
trust him again. Now he is
lad Don't you think I
AWL LARRY TURNER TADLOCK
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Parker Lassiter. Route Two, Murray, an-
nounce the marriage of their eldest •daughter, Lynette, to Larry Turn-
er Tadlock of Warren, Arkansas.
The cereirions was performed by Rev. Wayne A. Lamb at three
o'clock in the afternoon on Menday, March 18, 1968. in the chapel of
the Madison llogrits Methodist Church. Memphis, Tennessee.
Mrs. Tadlock is a 1961 graduate of Murray High School She is al-
so a graduate of Murray State University and the Methodist Hospital
School of Medkal Techoology in Memphis. Fur the past three years
she- has senea ait Assistant Supervisor of the Chemistry Department
of Methodist Hospital Laboratory.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Wall and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Laestter of Murray.
Mr Tadlock is the son of Mrs. Jessie Tadlock and the late Mr.
Tadlock of Warren, Arkansas. He is a graduate of Warren High School-
Warren. Arkansas, and Ark.ansaa_Ask_M College. Monticello. Arkansas.
He sened four years with the United States oir Force before beginn-
ing his present employment with the Federal Eiepeartinsurance Cerp-
oration. At the peesent nine he is stationed in Nashville, Tennessee.
Following alredding trip to Hot Springs, Ark/Maas, Mr. and Mrs.
Tadlock returned to Nashville, Termeosee, where tato maw reside.
Mrs. .1Iary Liven and Harold Fones Are
Mari-sea I. riaay, March 22, At Brides Home
The marritioe- of Mrs. - Mary
loveo and tiArold Furies was so-
leatroged on Friday, Aarch .=„ a:
• ciock in the evening at the
Intone cit Use bride on the 'Perms
I rtteid
! to.. Jerry Lao/ea performed
Jliv clotakte ZUMLOrremenOolnot Le-
S preomte of tee immediate farm-
nee and chase freunds. as ne %sett-
(hog perta stood in front -of fire-
mai e decorated with arrange-
ments et jeatner leaf and white
porn poins and gladioli with can-
dies the seaen Drenched candei..
aura iianited rein side of the use.
plate
Mot her' wedding the bride wore
a seimw knit suit with 'viz, tog
tessuite. and a strand of ''pearlg,
got ut the groom. alec corsage wits
• shoe orthid,
airk. t.itiai (Amite, CIVilbe was
too tonic-so ono atiegigarit. She
wore a pais artra-a:tu nottelorg
toveatteries and tor corsage goo
.1 t000eoduiza orchid,
tool CarOuse SRA vett /4 ntat 131•1
lot r. lunes.•-
:,peiliii guests at the 'itdditi;;
welv ine car-Ark:1 Of the braid,
couple. ...itoiosti iou hatny Liam.
ettil Uae,WiuJct
poerot. Mr. and airs, t ratite.
oteilii el Ashley, In& anu thc'
4.rioin ii tort•Lit I-LOU% Aria SeSkf,
• eau Mrs. laterite ?err* oi
malls. I er,n
iteogeolig tee geetreatorly a TV
tt os. tile MI6/
• utemg viCslatla a all a *Alit
•.:U:rt ALL! Nati an
ot angel-tient oi V. lute ....puragoto
alsr44
should be mad at HIM? We broke
up over this, but I would still
like to know who has the better
right to be mad"
NO NA-ME, PLEASE
MAR NQ WOW 48•14kant
YOU for being mad at Roy. And
Grown-ups
Going Back
To School
By GAY PAUL E Y
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK Tri — Look who's
toing back to school—the grown-
.po at the rate of two million a
gar enrolled in evening colleges.
They include housewives. bust-
'-is and professional persons ant-
ors to fill gaps in their educe-
on, high school and college drop-
ails, and many who believe that
oportunity does knock more than
rice.
Why this appetite for education
among these two million, most of
them in the 20 to 50-year age
bracket' One reason is simply
the desire for and satisfaction
from more learning. Another is
the financial reward.
Higher Salary
Statistically, the 'holder of a
college degree averages an esti-
mated $200,000 more in a life-
time earnings than a person with-
out a degree. This amounts to
$5000 per year more over a 40-
year period.
- The term evening college came
from those traditional institutions
which began -after-hour class-
es to reach parttime students
Many now, however, offer day-
time classes for the parttime stu-
dent whose job hours prevent ev--
ening attendance
What these colleges offer in
the way of courses, their enroll-
ment and tuition requirements,
how to work toward '1 degree are
covered in a new publication,
"Evening College—The Big Sec-
ond Chance" from the Public Af-
fairs Committee_ nonprofit edu-
cational organization with • head-
quarters in New York.
Auther of the study is Dr. Ern-
est E. McMahon. professor . of
kdult education and dean of the
extension division of Rutgers Urii-
veseity. a New Jersey state school.
Where to look' -There are even-
ing colleges in 35 states and the
District of Columbia and exten•
sion divisions in 49 states, Wash-
ington and Puerto Rico," says Mc-
Mahon.
If there is no school conven-
iently near, you can write for in-
formation from a number of sour-
ces. McMahon included: Your
state 'university; the • Association
of University Evening Colleges
AVEC, University- of Oklahoma.
Norman. Okla.; the National Uni-
versity Extension Association NU
EA, Washington, D. C.. the As-
sociation of Junior Colleges. also
Washington. and College Entrance
Examination Board, New York,
N. Y.
McMahon says job related cour-
ses draw the biggest number of
parigtime students, about two
thirds, indicating that job advance-
ment is a major reason for enroll-
ment.,
, Many Courses
The number of courses avail-
stair is fikptastic. A joint report
of Al'EC 1,nd NUEA groups em
rollments in the following 10 gen-
eral subjects-- agriculture, behav-
ioral sciences, biological science,
business education, engineering-
it MM. • health porfesmon, humanities, law
Oil. telt.) Cavitt. airs_ Clyoc Friday, March 3 and the physical sciences.
A14,1" ti4iwcii, ;%r•- J•stRea The Paris Diatiet Day Apart
tam Mrs,. Jean iertier iterv to the pregrain will be held at the It int Editors: The infiltration "Evo
ease Ited puns-fl. • n ng College---The Big Second.Mettiteliat Church. Murra). Riggio
couple tett eir a .short trotion will start at nine a.in. and Chance.' is available. for 25 cents
oeduirig trip to oiage Inn at the program will atart at 9341 
frum•the Public Affairs Commit',
Keno/ ey Dam State Fano Mr.t am.
and Mrs. Fortes are new at home • • •
on me i'enny- HnaØ. Ifs- is coo •Saturday, Moth 30
paused at eatiko Limo. shop. The Kappa Delta 'Sorority at
Personal Shower , !..y State Cniversity will st,i.
Pito/ tO outoluo tree took ...or a eummage sale at the Artier -Jeffrey Dowdy has been releao l,
was honored with a personal ' reall Legion hall at Murray start- ed from Lourdes Hospital, Padm
shower at Ur home of Mrs. Janqm mg at nine a.m. cah.
•
oranclun on Tuesday, March 19,
I osevenoiclock :n the evening1i-oat-ages tor the touaaitin were
• Xi Ames Us in C ro :use, Jean
.asnet, sorra Cavitt, Al. If. Cole-
goo ana ,Ilazzeil.
' t or the event the pride satire a
-awe, ovin—aed—wits- -presented a
ta white CilflaaLlullo by the
austoores.
--The nunoree was asalsted in the
opening, of the gifts by-Miss Lathy
4.....11.1L and Mass Laura.-Lee Fento,
Mrs. trans is Smith of 'Amiley,
tod., the honoree s mother, WAS
• present for Inc shower,
iteirestiments were served frqm
the tor-antrtnuy appointed dining
loom tame uveriaid with a lovely
ciotn and cemered with an ar-
rangement oi pink gladioli. Smell
indisiume (eat:, punch, nuts, and
mints were served.
alt,1111, LALLAILlii
ihossaay, March 211
lhe iota depatrtrnunt of the
Marra> Woman s club will have a
oreeiciakt 4 a em a.m, ,at that risi/a-
mig inn. the hostessee will be
gesuatties N. C. tatting, A. D.
oinotte, MOMS Lento, A it, Kim-
perud, eusdain Outland, 14...1
toosiett, Ed West, and amiss Vivian
iiate.
••• •
1 he Magarine Club will meet at
• so p.m. at the Murray Woman s
t-1UJ /louse with Mrs. I. r tioun
as nostess.
tee, 381 Park Ave, New York,,
N. y.
•
Personals
-II don't blame Roy fog boom mad
at YOU. 'Too bad you brok• op.
You sound as the you deserve
each other.
• •
DEAR ABBY. Can you please
tell me how to get a message a-
cross to my daughter-ingaw with-
out creating a scene
I too thinking of having a fri-
eisclla little talk with her, but 1
know she would blab to my son
and he wauld tell me to mind my
own husinees.
The problem is this: Altha her
children have had fine training
in the arts. sp-srts, and music,
they have not been properly train-
ed to keep themselves clean.
I am a very fastidious person,
.1
could have reared a son who was
able to forget the rudiments of
hygiene as soon as Ise married,.
Try your best to conceal your dis-
gust, and make no m•nrion saa
this sore subitot again. Napehak
ly, the children will survive their
unhygienic childhood.
DEAR ABBY, When is a wife
supposed to talk to her husband
about family problems?
If I try to talk to him at the
- breakfast table, he says, "Do you
have to ruin my whole day by 
garUng in on thi-iF."'
When he comes home from
work, if I mention anything con-
cerning a family matter, he says,
"Can't you let me read my news-
paper first?"
After dinner, it's. "Will you
please let me digest my 'meal
before you start?"
Later on. I don't dare disturb
him because he's watching televio
ion And at bedtime it's. "How is
a Person supposed to get a good
night's sleep with THAT on his
mind?"
We have -three teen-aged chil-
dren. apt they get the atone treat-
ment. What's the solution!
HIS WIF'F
DEAR WIFE: Your husband is
a champion 'Man-na Man" AO
and it horrifies me to see what I HIM for an appontment to discuss
see when they come to visit me. the frimily problems, and tell him
The children are allowed to )1IMP pau want an answer ittramT mew,
out ei-bed go t the toilet, moil
the eat and roughhouse with the • • •
, dog. and then rime directly to Everybody has a problem.'
, the breakfast table without hoe- list's yours? For a persunal re- 1
' ing washed' "ply write to Abba Box 6:4700. Los I
I give them _each a washcloth, Angeles, Cal., 90069 and enclose
and during the ,entire week-end a stamped. self-addressed enve- ,
it will not be used. When I a.sk Igoe.
the ghildren if they have washed.
I get a long withering look from
my son, and a cool silent ,stare
from my daughter-in-law
These children sit at my table
on a beautiful sunny morning, in
a charming dining room. and It
makes me feel grubby to look at
them.
What do soli advise me to do'
The children are seven and eight
years old and already should' be
trained in the rudiments of by,
giene Sl'FFERLNG
DEAR SUFFERING: It is ctir•
toes how, feeling as you do, you
— 4
Hate to write letters? Send SI I
to. Abby, Boat 69700, Los Angdges,
Cal., 99069, for Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All
Occasions."
I LEACH'S MUSIC
. ', Oa:LT 3 MORE DAYS to ease1
'daring Magueys: Annual Baia i
at Leach's Mode sae TV to
irieland Ceder. . 'I
If you refuse to drivea Volkswagen because it's
ugly, we can't help you.
If you refuse to drive a Volkswagen because
you hove eight kids and it isn't big enough._ you
hove our sympathy.
If you refuse to drive a Volkswagen because it
isn't fancy enough, that's for you to decide.
But if you refuse to drive a Volkswagen because
you're used to on automatic transmission, listen
carefully.
Now you con drive o Volkswogen oil over town
• ‘.
5•1
- •
WLDSBSDAV 
lotateg 1911
-
iris: ;oi sr I
PASSTc
US 552, POLND
NORTH VIETNAYESil
RINGiNG NHE 
THA:LAND sasoi
..............-• , ••
I
STRATOFORTRESSIS
BOMB SECRET RED
JUNG111 HIGHWAY
RUNNING FROM 1.40S
CAk,0130DiA
SOUTH
VIETNAM
Alpaume t0i4d
IVietnalftROUNDUP
0ONG 1(01
port° NA .....-
OA NANG
CHU.SAI
OriTtihq
MEN
•Ii0A
0.0 -
OFRAAN4N CER.MN
ViCAYZY1. UNDEZ'A•Y
TO flat,' FOE HtOM
V.GON AMA
. .
Otto SON
our NK('N
—41
MURRAY -LOAN Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
506 W !vteln Street Phone 753-2621
(Message Changed Daily)
DIAL - A - DEVOTIONAL
753 - 4411
(Cut Out and Place Near-tTelephone)
'without shifting.
We callithis new optionAhe automatic stick shift.
And, in true Volkswagen fashion, a bug with op
out•Dmatic stick shift will deliver up to 25 miles on a
gallon of gas, use very little oil, and nary a drop of
woteror antifreeze.
But just because we've made it easy to drive,
doesn't mean we're-about to make it any prettier,
or any bigger, or any fonder. SG we imagine som•
people wilt still refuse to drive Volkswagens;
You can't win them oil.
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
$00 ( Ii".tiiiiI St. Phone 753-8850 Murray, Kentucky
•••
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Turnip Greens
No. 303 Can
9c
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NORTHSIDE
SHOPPING
CENTER 1111 ADAMS 1011
Prices Good Through April 2, 1968 -
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantity
NORTIISIDE
SHOPPING
CENTER
FRESH
Chicken
BREAST
43! 
STRAINED
FOOD 
PANCAKE MIX 
Chestnut Bacon
SAUSAGE
Pork Loins
QUARTER LOIN
SLICED INTO CHOPS
lb. 49c 
lb. 49c
lb. 59c
STORE MADE
Pine nto Oeese 8  1-1; 49c
Beef Minute Steaks 10 for $1
Chuck Wagon Steaks10 for $1 
2-Lb. Box
Jar 9e
37c
G A
WINDOW BOX CHOCOLATES_ _ Boa 29'
G A
SOFT DRINK 12-07- Can 9'
IGA'S
Potato Chips
Twin Bag —
2.9c
BUSH IGA
SLICED or CRUSHED
PINEAPPLE
No 2 Can
29' 
79eBAYER ASPIRIN Mac
PEPTO BISMOLR„ 98: 
HEADS UP Reg. 89e
98* NOW
NOW
NOW
 79e
63e
GLEEM
DEL MONTE
Sweet Peas
No. 303 Can
119c
NOW 63e
BLEACH
PUREX
1., Gallon
29c
NIBLET'S
SEMI-BONELESS
FULLY LOOKED
-HAm
6
YELLOW CORN _
GltEEN GIANT
- 12-0z. Can
GREEN BEANS No 303 Can
fa  MILK   Gal 
infAiNtir 
NORTHERN
24e
25e
41-9f
2-Lb. Rag 29e
NO STAMPS
NO COUPONS
." NO '5.00 FORCED
PURCHASES
IGA
Alumiun Foil
25-Foot Roll
19'
MARTHA WHITE -
Corn Meal
SELF-RISING 10 Pounds
69'
LISTERINE .,„ 7 NOW 63e
IGA BREAD 1 b "af 2 FOR 41&
KOTEX 29c 1GAJIAMBURGER BUNS - _3_5e1GA BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS Pk.o19
Just Low Prices
Reg Box of 12
DETERGENT
-SURF •
Large Size
59c
ALL BRANDS FOL6ER'S
BISCUITS Instant Coffee
6-0z. Jar
8c can 79c
EMPRESS
— Ready to Plant
ROSES each
FRESH
CABBAGE
5 Fb
99c
FROSTY ACRES
French Fries
- Or .
Fish Sticks
IDAHO
POTATOES
10-Lb. Bag
49ea
a%-Lii. Bag
8 oz.pkg
FRESH
29
BANANAS
10,
KRACKLIN -25-Lb. Bag
FREE COLLAR MEW
Dog Food $1.99
FRESH FLORIDA
CORN GRAPEFRUIT
3 ears19c -3 for 25-c
Store Open 24 Hours Daily Closed Sunday
Remember.. At Jim Adams IGA it's the Total on Tape that Counts
•
-
'
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Television Schedules
WSM-TV WLAC-TV WS.IX -TV
ClImasel 4 Clansmal $ Masao!
Wednesday, March 27, MS
WEDNESDAY ISTINDIG PROGRAMS
:00 Detelte• 'today Newsbeat
:16 Sputa. Weather I Weather. Snort&
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College Cleaners
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY -
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 753-1852
Q - As a result of large item-
ized deductions I'm due a big re-
fund this year even though I'm
taking all my withholding ex-
emptions. Is there any way I can
reduce my withholding so that
next year's refund won't be so
A. - You may be able to de-
a return, he may also claim his
personal exemption. This is one
exception where the same exemp-
tion may be claimed on two tax ke-
turns.
Q. - I loaned some money to
a friend of mine so he could go
into business. The business failed
and he can't pay me back. Can I
deduct this loan as a loss!
A. - If you have taken reason-
able steps to collect the loan and
if there is no likelihood that the
debt may be recovered even by
going to court, then you may de-
duct the amount of the debt as a
short-term capital loss. Report it
on this are contained in Schedule on
A. Form W-4. To obtain this ache- 
ShouldSchde uyloeu 
recover any part of
dule send a post card to your IRS; the debt at any time in the future
district, office. I it must be included in your in-
Q. - I think the figures are !come. subject to special rules.
wrong on the W-2 statement my ',Note that loans to children and
boss gave me. What should I do' - certain relatives- are presumed to
A. - Ask your employer to be gifts.
check the accuracy of the figure/II Q. I'm a widow. How long
and issue you a corrected W-2 if i, can I file a joint return?
necessary. A. - You can file a joint re-
Q. - Can I deduct the Social
Security taxes I pay for my maid!
A. - No. Social Security taxes
paid for domestic employees are
not deductible.
Q. - If I pay someone to pre-
pare my return, won't he be re-
'passible for its accuracy!
A. - No. the taxpayer is legal-
ly responsible for the at-curacy
of the return. For this reason,
make sure you get dependable
tax help. Avoid anybody' who of-
fers to split the refund with you,
dear you to sign a blank return
or prepares it in pencil or who
suggests that a refund be ,sent
to his address.
If you have someone prepare
your return, be sure to put your
preaddressed label on the return
you file. This label can be lifted
off the form mailed you and Q I'm in the Army and sold
placed on another Form 1040 if my home when I was transferred
Reseaserry. If the information on last year. Is there any way I can
the label is incorrect, it should avoid taxes on any profit I might
be corrected to facilitate prompt
processing.
Q. - I owned stock in a com-
pany that split three for two last
year. Do I have to pay tax on
the shares of stock I received?
A. - No. stock splits are usual-
1y considered,' tax 'free- distraint-
bons.
Q. - Do I have to put my
wife's number on our return' All
she has is a litte interest income.
A. - Your wife's Social Secur-
ity number is required on a joint
return. if she had wages subject
to withholding, interest, dividends,
turn for the year of death. How-
ever, you may file as a "surviv-
ing spouse" using joint return.
rates for the two years succeeding
the year of your husband's death ,
if you maintain your home as the
principal residence for a depend--
.ont child. Check page 3 of the
1040 instructions for details. -1
Q - I sent my ex-wife $110,
every month last year to support
our daughter. Is this money ded
ductible7
A. - Child support paymenta!
are not deductible and do not
have to be declared as income by
the recipient. However, the pay-
ments could entitle you to claim
the child as a dependent, since
they are over 51.200 a ,year, un-
less your ex-wife can clearly show
she provided more
have'
A. - A tax Is postponed on pro-
fits from the sale of a home if
another costing the same or more
than the "adjusted sale price" of
the one sold is purchased within
one year of the sale This also ap-
plies if construction is begun' on
' 
another house before the sale or
not more than a year afterwards
and it is occupied not later than
18 months after the sale
For Armed Services members
-on active duty, taxes on the pro-
fits from a home sale may be
postponed for up to four years
commission income, prize income, from the date of the sale.
Q - What records should I
or income from any other source.
keep on my charitable contribu-
tions?
A. - Your records should be
sufficient to establish that you
made a charitable contribution
for the amount listed on your tax
return. Cancelled checks, receipts
and other records will be helpful
in providing this substantiation.
Ask for a receipt whenever you
make a cash contribution to char-
ity. Otherwise, you will have no
record of the gift.
Q. - My son is working his way
through college. If we continue
to provide over half his support,
can we still claim him as a de-
pendent!
A. - Yes. As long as you pro-
vide more than half his support
and he is a full time student, the
amount of his income will not dis-
qualify him from being claimed
as a dependent.
If your son is required to file
COURT RULING
Several courts have ruled re-
cently that alcoholism is an ill-
ness and not a cirme and' that
alcoholics should he treated for
their drinking and not jailed, ac-
cording to the State Department
of Mental Health.
REVENUE FROM TRAVELERS
-- -
Of money spent in Kentucky
last year by travelers and va-
cationers, 826 million went into
the State treasury as revenue from
taxes, according to a survey by
Tennessee economist, Dr. Lewis
C. Copeland. The report also said
$64 million in taxes was collect-
ed by Kentucky counties and mu
nicipalities from tourists.
Odds And Ends
From Capital
By LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON 41 t - Odds and
ends from the nation's capital-
mostly odd:
Yitzhak Rabin brought along
some jokes when he came to
Washington as Israel's new am-
bassador.
One is about an Englishman, a%
Frenchman and an Israeli who
are captured by cannibals. The
chief cannibal grants each a last
wish.
The Frenchman chooses cheese,
wine, and some good bread.
The Englishman has ale, roast
beef and Yorkshire pudding
The Israeli "asks for a bone.
rattling kick in the seat of the
pants. The brawniest man in the
tribe administers it.
Whereupon the Israeli whips a
machinegun out of his shirt and
wipes out the cannibals.
"You bloody foor says the En-
glishman with some heat, "If you
had that weapon all the time.
why'd you wait until we were al-
most eaten before you used it?"
The Israeli. blowing smoke
from the barrel - "I cannot go into
action unless I HAVE BEEN PRO-
VOKED."
Needs Room
Another ambassador. Guillermo
Sevilla-Sacasa of Nicaragua, is
running out of chest room.
He's dean of the Washington
diplomatic corps, having served
since July 30, 1943
And he's now received his 41st
grand cross-a fancy award am-
bassadorial types bestow upon
each other-along with virtually
countless citations
Sinai On Wall
Air Force information people
at the Pentagon are referring
some questioners to a small sign
on the wall which readlt
"There were obviously many
Internal discussions, but I consid-
er them an internal affair- of the
times, and, I cannot comment on
them."
The words are those- of E. Clif-
ton Daniel, managing editor of the
New York Times, in reference to
a recent power struggle among
the paper's hierarchy.
And somebody put up in the
old Senate Office Building a sign,
complete with artificial flower,
proclaiming:
"Winter is Dead."
The Agriculture Repartment is
itching to help youombat chig-
gers For 10 cents you can get a
12-page pamphlet on the subject.
It is somewhat painful to re-
port that the Podiatry Society of
the District of Columbia titles its
news releases: "Feetures."
SHAIAR REELECTED
JERUSALEM (UM - President
Zalman Shazar. 78. Tuesday was
reelected to a second five-year
term by the Knesset parliament
Of the 110 members present, 88
voted for him. 24 ballots were
blank and 10 deputies were ab
sent Shazar, a former journalist
and a*.scholar, author and long
time Zionist leader, was the only
candidate The post is largely
ceremonial.
MAL WALLIS 4p.
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Youngsters will love these fashions . . .
Selection is complete . . .
Prices are low . . .
STER SAL
Pick up one or two . . . The smaller Miss in your family
will love every one of these . . .
Girls' Pretty Dresses
Sizes 1 to 6X and 77 to 14 for Little Misses
$298 $398
Picture Pretty Spring and Easter. Dresses in sweet-as-
sugar styles. Choose easy-Care Cbtton - 117112- Tteh blends
. . . in A-Line, Dirndl and other pretties. Some are Per-
manent Press, others are Wash 'N Wear. Lovely girl
pleasing trims. High fashion shades and gay prints.
Other Pretty Dresses at _ _ $5.98
Girls' Suits and Coats
in the styles of Big Sister fashions.
$998
Sizes 4 to 6X
$1098
Sizes 7 - 14
The Suits are styled in soft girlish ways . . to
please every smaller Miss. Pretty two- and
three-plecers in popular bonded orlons. High
shades, stripes, plaids, combinations. Little Las-
sies will love these beauties
The Coats are adorable . they're A-Lines and
fitted to bring a sparkle to little eyes. Rich
laminated crepes in fashion shades
Other Pretty Suits and Coats to '14.98
Famous Dixie Belle Quality
Girls SLIPS
1.98
Soft, da.inty Nylon Satin Tri-
cots Pretty styles with neat
embroidery Adjustable straps.
White and colors 8 to 14.
PANTIES - 981
e 10
Nylon Satin 'Tricot. Double 
$598 t $ 98• crotch - While 81O O- I4. I
Boys'
2 and 3-Piece
SUITS
Plaids, checks and solid
combinations Latest In
styles and fabrics.
Sixes 3 to 10
CHILDS-MISSES FOOTWEAR
398
Smart T-Straps with ,New
lady-like square toes Shiny
Patent-like black, white
and bone. S4-L3.
USE OUR
LAY-AWAY
SERVICE
•
OPEN EACH
FRIDAY NIGHT
UNTIL
8:00 P.M.
2"
Boys and Girls Dress Footwear Rest Step Juniors
Saddle Oxfords, T-Strap.s, Gum Drops and others
Leather uppers. 81 to 3 large.
Boys' Dress Oxfords
Young Men's styled Slip-Ons, 3 Eyelets and Others.
Rugged leather tippers and hard wearing P.V.C.
Soles 31 to 6
15.98 paw
SPECIAL BOYS' SPORT COATS
Checks, Plaids and Solid Colors. Sizes 6 to 18. Dress
up your young man for the Easter Parade.
18.98 to $.14.98
LERMANS
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arum That same iron Was
stamped on the skirt of the sad-
dle.
Dan's brows lifted. -This sta-
ble own this steed ?'• he asked
-Course not.'' the hostler
alted 'Knob° Sandez brung
al* bases it from Spanish Bell
irate We algid. Matey Royal sent
won. that 1 • blag-coupled rent
abaft yam Ma games along.
lookin ter a earth to give tarn
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run I it Leastways that's what
you warned Oft the register at
Sim Ricker, hotel."
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FOR SALE
NEW BRICK HOME. Call 753-1950
evenings. M-29-C
-
USLI) SINGER Sewing machine,
zig-zag, all regular attachments.
r Sews perfect and fully guaran-
teed. Full cash price $29.50. Pay-
ments can be•arranged. Write giv-
ing phone number to Martha Hop-
per, General Delivery, Murray, Ky.
$1-27 P
LOFTY PILE, -free from soil is
the carpet cleaned with B1 u e
Lustre. Rent electric shamooer
$1. Ilughes Paint Store, M-30-C
ELECTRIC STOVE, hook case, bed-
room suite, antenna and rotor
new set of Amerivan Peoples en-
cyclopedias V. Call 753-8204.
M-27-C
 earn.
Male lielp Wanted
Eleatrician. maintenance ma-
chanic,, pipe fitters welder.,
instruntent mechanic, mini-
mum id three years Industrial
experience.
Tbese positions have became 
available IS * result of recent
plant explIghlsh.
Eacrnegitt glia. Map bagafit
Program.
If you are qualified for any
of the positions, please apply
to General Tire and Rubber
Cu., P. 0. Box 329. Mayfield
Kentucky or Phone 247-6730.
(An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer) M-28-C
k-i.e14.1 • ,\A/AiM • 3-i IV-0. • -_..4=LL.= ENT •
MASSIMO ADS NET RESULTS
BY OWNER, new 3-bedroom brick,
built-in appliances, central air
and heat, carpet throughout. Lo-
cated on Kirkwood Drive. This is
a small 3-bedroom and can be
bought reasonable. Call 753-3672.
M-27-C
SIAMESE KITTENS, $15.00. Seat
blue, and lilac point in this litter.
Chocolate point available soon.
Mrs. Seale, 753-7770. M-27-C
USED COUCH with matching
chair, 2 gad tables, coffee table,
one chrome dinette set in very
good condition. Call 753-4516 aft
1963 CHEVY II, 3-sc:..t wagon. Av-
erage condition. l'hone 753-8229.
M-28-1'
WHEAT STRAW mixed with red
clover and timothy. See Otto
er, Tyrat -Mae. -"Phone <IT&
40&2.
1 24" boys bicycle; 1 Philco 40"
electric stove; 1 Philco refrigerat-
or. Call 753-8509. M-28-P
AUCTION SALE--Saturday, March
30, 9:30 a. m., at J. B. Irvin farm.
one mile north of Crossland, Ky
Will sell 1965 Chevrolet pickup
ter 5 p. m. M-27-C truck, one 1)-15 Allis-Chalmers
-----_-
RESIDENTIA'.. L01, 120' x 200'.
tractor with plow, disc', cultivat,r,
and mower, one rubber tire wag-
on, one seven can milk cpoler
only used two years, milk cans,
dehorner and clamps, two hog
---teederh- two- chant saws,
posts, three point hookup for AC
tractor, other items. Terms of sale,
cash. Joe Pat Lamb, auctioneer.
M-28C
65 COMET Cyclone,k 4-speed,
maroon with sr,:ate interior, priced
to sell. Call 'i5343267. M-28-P
VELDA'S DRUG 8, SUNDRY STORE
at AUCTION:
Saturday, tarch 30th 10:00 A.M.
Downtown !Easel, Kentucky
Two Is a seam bualneek and has been a drugstore for rainy years, and
has always esetateo on it protk lash. The hiatitibasis,. acind brica bead,
bye 2I ft. a 110 ft. sitting on i‘ici. a i ft. lot. It has central torosit air
heal and is 130-.111,41 ty II ton hisrlett air :dos. IMP
hot otter arid bath.
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The Guns of Juagment Day
Cliff Farrell's new Western thriller
Iron, .• day & Co sore!: Oopyright 0 IOC, by
Cliff Darrell. Distributed sr Kim Oriallosta
CAA MTN! tg attempt to ch-y-tarm on the high big main moat etan-er..21.1 7.•
'MICR  0ext r1.1111. along the Platte Pie.: r. use that colorful gat,-,..aa
and break ;heir hearts in agon- tered trios, doors in the posit
wing battle againat odds that • arnailer door opener.. Ka.1
were too great. But, in other Mae Royal appeared mad Move'
places, he had seen them make out into the surilight Oh.
the prairie bloom and prosper- pawed waiting -Please cont.
oua towns spring up where there In." she mat -Welcome to Koya
had been only loneliness. House aid Spanish 0,11
lie stared, pitying these pen- The thought tante to ni.
pie Didn't they understand that that, in Keeping with the at,
the land they had preempted roundIngs. she shauld be Seal
was so poor they'd never win?' ing a niantilla and a thitY. ',
Ever the brush that found Spanish gown,
lodgement was stunted. with Instead she wore men a as,. •
roots that must cover wide die rang and hoots in a-A.aa“
areas in search of nourishment of convention A spur mit,
Springweter Ream was wren- from the right neel
tially stock country Not a place He tried to be disapploi mg
for a man to bend over a hoe,. her garb. Out Use fact war/ that
This was a range for horsemen on Kathleen . Royal, anything
from which to look upward would be M.:mune a,ni s:, qads,
toward the mountains and the As for conventareaIi, etrtnise.
sky, to let the spirit soar that here a-as • person ono nee
The. trail forked here The caused tongues to wag man,
wheel track, that turned toward tunas.
the patch of homesteads was Finally he walked toward it
new In comparison to the 'wig- 'Good Morning ma am
Ins) road which- iMitilagipaitwarti 1117itilts-in3erai ajicasür,.
along the liver. The OH road Driscoll." she said.
'News gets around, Dan WVA beeten by years or travel. -But not exactly • surprini
said And who is Emilio Ran- This wet the road Dan f•diowod Miss Royal.'
dee7' as he kneed his horse into mo- Her brows arched polite')
"Rides ter Spanker' Bell; tS tion. love surprises Waist can I 0,
nand* said After a mile both Use trail for you. Mr Dratc•oll?'
Mlle willing was In his pocket. and the riser veered directly "Maybe de the ot her we
Ile Sillesild himself rather enjoy- emithwrird Mounting • rime, he around."
ng this game of cat and mouse. saw the 'Trawl of • ranch -I don t undereland You seer..
The trail carried him south- spread ahead Corrals, a wind- provoked abetat Immething Mr
Arad through scattered Mands mIll. barns and fences! fields Dreteail Have I offender, you it•
at lanes There were open Data where horses grazed thr re were any way!'
that offered line grazing. He quarters for riders and for field Dan drew the parting from
inehtert steers wit)' the Mall hands his pordtet and..disptaV ar-lt-- in
brand They wi-re enitetares A spur road to the ranch led the palm ot his hand
and were palpably ready for beneath a nuge cedar log. sap- -My M.) Sf•Illinli
market. They would only put on ported fly stone palera Kreeri Men earr.ng. I ewe.. d it that
tirinecerinary fat the longer the lug hung a heavy-Iron I. sight Where in the world di,
roundup and shipping was de- burnished time Its rim bore vou find it!"
'eyed. Dan, because beef cattle, a religtoug inscr,ption In lk:•an-
had been the 11fidllood of Yellow ish molded when the hell had
Lance, turned always to the been cast. mat
market page when he opened a [Sun  reete benefit,' the bsil and "I was tio worried:' s:,a.
newspaper Ile knew that prime neared Die !ninth The mom earl
beet wax bringing the best price noose or Spanish Bell was heat diitybeo 'I• ocvei
in years according to quotations of stone Massive stone rare- trey it Wick Thal woUld has'
at Kansas City and Chicago - fully masoned so there was little rumed the set
He emerged from the ridges room for mortar. -itaw very :,ice 01 vim to g,
rand timber into the open heart The rloorx and windows were turn it 'ft Drairoll I dad
Springwater Bailin. The view Moorish in •rchitecteire. A cars'- know auw to thank you ktv
was so spectacular. Ing of a Conquirdader, grandmother a ore Dais. r,Ir
8pringwriter Haan was gor- had seen the weather of many niage on tirr wedding lay al,
0e01111. it was like a walled king- yearn, looked down from a n•che year. Alt,'
dom, guarded by Its natural bat- in a small chapel vetileh stood :qui, co.uu urt chance mai,
tletnents and thick forests. To apart from the mama them: - Dar, raid ',"ierce ally
the . north, distant, snow-tipped Over the arched mein portal the Shirt paricet of a
mountains peered diVer the rims. WU andUler tinieriprian cartieff Thar-t Wt.-re I Taithd it
the source of a earthing rivet In stone_ Cash del Rflf. Il 'use of 'N ay. fancy 'Thar • •
nearby. the KInge.• Hors' Braise'.' lightly. "1 never dreamed' non
Only the hand of man marred Dan swung 'from the middle was attere at had gone !lull It
the vista. Leas than two miles onto a rock-Itnilt yeller).- that hardly call yriu a Attempt- Mi
up the river a scatter of crude extended the length of the man- Drtcoll Slot after ',h.- ffivor
habitations stood In it dry flat, 'ion. The gallery Was-lined with did in prevcatorg Alex Ei imor,
spread loosely on poor soil In a wrought-iron MIctilhg posts all from getthrg into trui tble it.
bend of the river. of Ilexican design and very old, Vagsk,IM in debt to you doll* .
A few rickety fences had been tnit preserved by paint and at- new
nuill of driftwood, • A tiny area tention.
had Nish cleared of scruh cedar Royal House nad a wide. Brawn* reattred Itathhaai
and rabbit Wait and • pretense arched. brass - hIrged &yr of this e•riv7zer.,ted beVel• atmul
at zit leas had been planted heavy cedar It sag I:1011 his p At, •
Dan nail seen homestraiders ial door and led, no to a (To tie emttnturd Tomorrow,
From the DeohleAll, • 011. SOS*. Orrovranit 0 Mt by Cliff Farrell Distributed by dine Features Svnilkate
'In the mat place 1 0 has
Water and septic tank. On NC•A'
Concord Highway. Perfect for
trailer. For information call 751-
7824. M-28-P
"
'AUCTION: Household and RealNatate, *Sitar dar-Starch 30: at 1-130._2..-. --p. m.• on Crth Main St., in Hard-
in, Kentucky. Selling to settle the
estate of the. late Ella Putman,
 the toth.wing, items- Cfnlipi*te 
house of furniture, several items
of modern furniture, appliances,
cooking utensels and dishes. Alsa
lots of antique items, nice round
oak dining table with five chairs.
five nice old wood rockers, dress-
er, spool leg table, trunk, kero-
sene lamps, library table and lots
of other items. Real Estate: nicely
arranged, well canstructed frame
house,, located on large shady
corner lot. Best location ill town.
Douse has three Nedreotns plus
kitchen and dinette. Closed in
back porch, front porch, and is in
MODERN DESIGN, 2-bedroom
brick, located near the South
Side Shopping TFirt-1 er.
pealing home _has lie- entry hall.
large- , closets, electpt. log fire-
place, outside storage and a .con-
crete' drivekvay, real nice lot.
VERY LARGE. 2-bedroom brick
with formal dining room, 2 baths,
spacioa"den, abundance of closets
and storage space. Many extra
'features such as built-in applian-
ees, fireplace, patio with a fount-
ain surrounded by beautiful shrub-
bery, breereway. carport "and a
2.kair garage with automatic doors,
an exceptional 170' x 285' lot with
many huge trees that affords bea-
_ • _   uty and shade.
NEAT AND attractive 3-bedroom
brick in Meadowlane Sublivo3on.
Ceramic bath, family area 
kitchen with built in range. Cme
(Tete driveway and big hcatitiful
trees on a rented in back lawn.
AN IMM NOTATE 3 • bedroom
brick looited in an area of many
fine homes This outstanding home
has numerous extra features. An
inviting foyer, extra large family
room with fireplace, book cases,
and sliding glass doors on to the
patio. A fully equipped and well
designed kitchen Indirect light-
ing thrormhout the house and 3
full bathrooms. A quality *built
home and the floor plan provides
you the ultimate in privacy.
.A NEW colonial designed home
with an entry hall, living room.
3 large bedrooms, well arranged
•
MANAGEMENT
!ment and garage.
113 ACRE FARM, 5°s miles from
Murray with- mile of paved
road frontage. Wooded with beau-
4-iful building sites.- 78 acres till-
able land, acres tobacco base,
fair house, 2 tobbacb barns, stock
barn and other outbuildings.
WE INVITE YOU to contact us
anytime, day or night. or come by
our office and discuss the pur-
chasing or selling of your Real
Estate.
TUCKER REALTY & INS. Co., 502
Maple Street, Murray. Kentucky,
Phone 7534342. Donald R. Tucker,
Home telephone 753-5020: Bobby
G. Grogan. Home telephone 753-
4078: Pearl T. Tucker, Home tele-
. phone 753-5020. 1TC
FOR RENT
13-BEDROOM brick 
__ 
house. Air-
conditioning, and range. Located
-at- 312 So. 45th. Call 753-5227.
M-27-C
. --
FURNISHED apartment. Call Glin-
del Reaves 753-5111 'after 6:00
P. m• 51-27-P
2-BE4ROOM, bath, large living
room, kitchen and utility.. Elec-
tric heet, air conditioning and
garbage dispo.41. Call 753-4350 af-
ter 6 p. m. M-29-C
3- BEDROOM HOUSE, available
April the 1st. Daytime, call 753-
2573; Nightime call 753
-1628.M•29-C
TRAINEE -M d ACCOUNTANT
CUSTOMER SERVICE
kZFRESENTATivE
Needed Fur Local Office of
National Consumer Finance
Company.
Some college baekground or
equii amid expeiterteti i%
mg, credit finance or loans
preferred. This is a permanent
position with future r-ocetn
Claitsiaaddi. taw-
pail benefits.
•
Call Mr. MeGlolui at
642-1663 - Paris, Tenn.
5:1 , '
ma
CD
trivcigny cit loolcdig tot It.' 
II1 02
FEMALE DOG, Mx months old,
peck-poodle, Daniel Jones, 214--
North 13th Street, phone 753-7501.
M-28,C
good state of repair. Sale will be
cash. Buyer will receive deed at
sale with immediate possession.
Heal estate sale is sponsored by
Galloway Real Estate enc
y., p one -5842. Sale
by Otto Chester, Auction Service,,
Lynn Grove. Kentucky. For infor-
mation call 4354042. Licensed and
bonded service. 1TP
PONY FOR SALE. If interested
Call 489.3153. M-29-C
EASTER DUCKS!! See at Murray
Hatchery Call 753-4322. -M 29-C
1964 CHEVROLET Station Wagon,
1141-Ate. !raver steering, automatic
transmission, 283 V-8 motor. Call
753-4516 after 5 p. m. M-29-C
1011.11Y DUAL Sanitronic, World's
Most Complete Vacuum Cleaner:
Call Jerry "Adams. Mayfield, 'Ky:
247-6063, collect, for free home
demonstration without obligation 
you will be glad, you did. H-1TC
UNT FRITZ'
ISN'T HERE' PLEASE
TAKE A
MESSAGE
I WANT YOUR GUARANTEE 'THAT
Y011 LEAVE I. FFTY STRICTLY ALONE,
PO 1 HAVE IT,
MRS. SCRAPPLE Z
WANTED
To be in full charge of tia
roll. reeeivatiles payables. trial
balance, and monthly 'state-
meats for small growing cocp-
, oration. automvhile dealer.
Compensation related to ex
perience with prompt increase
after capacity' demonstrated. All
ciliates "wit he heiti canfidert
ial. Write gi,ing full . resume.
' background and experience to:i
! . P. .0. ,BOX Sal,
MURRAY, KY.
i NI-29-C
family room and kitchen and din-
ing area. Abundant closet and
storage spare throughout. Patio
and double- garage. Bargain pric-
.Sisrvicos °Saran
  - --
CONTACT KENT WRIGHT for
ed! If purchased within the next tiling Income Tax Rectums. 753-
few days you may choose your 6351. A-13-C
own color- combination.
A 2-BEDROOM frame located on
the edge of town on-a large com-
mercially zoned lot. A good place
to live or an excellent location
MOVING
Reasonable and reliable. P hone
753-7271. April-41-NC
for a business building or office. 
- -
FOR INCOME TAX service. se-
nt
WITHIN EASY walking distance
or call Fulton E. Young 753-4846down-town, an unusually nice
H-M-28-Cbrick with 2 bedrooms, spacious
family room with fireplace, ebr-
peting. central heat and aireorn
an alhix A TiRT base-
NOTICE
LC.er-T & FOdND
•
LOST: Small male dog, named
Fluffy, he has long white hair
with black and brown spots. Lost
near Peggy Ann and Kirkwood
Drive. Phone 753-4729. M-27-C
LOST: Black and white Chichuah-
ua female, wearing red and white
sweater, if found call 753-8910,
321 Woodlawn, M-28-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service.
Box 213. Murray, Ky., C. M. Sand-
ers, Phone 382-3176, Lynnville, Ky.
April-11'C
HELP WANTED
!EXCELLENT EARNINGS- - the
Avon way! Territories available in
the Dexter area-also Coldwater
 *rid Hazel Highway. Write: Mrs.
Etelyn L. Brown, Avon Mgr.,
Shady Grove Rd., Marion, Ky,
42004 April-10-C
OPENING FOR two salesmen. Ed-
ucation no factor. Must be ma-
thematically inclined. Good pay
and fringe benefits, chance of ad-
yancement. Apply in person at
Bread C206 Main - St.,
Murray, Ky. TFC
LADY TO CLEAN cabins at Sham-
rock Resort, near Paris Landing
Park off Highway 119, Call Pur-
year 247-3722, M-29-C
ACCOUNTANT to ac in full
' charge of payroll, receivables, pay-
ables, trial balance and monthly
statements for small growing cor-
., Compensation related to
experience with prompt increase
a.ter capacity demonstrated. All
replies will be held confidential.
Write giving full resume, :back-
ground and experience. to P. 0.
Box 562, Murray, Kentucky,
a
11-311-C
CARD OF XMAS-K-3
We wish to express our sincere
thanks for the many kind deeds
extended to us during the illness
and death of our loved one, J. B.
Irvin.
We especially want to thank
Drs. Newman, Griffie, Mobley, and
the nurses at the Henry County
General Hospital,
\
Also Bro. Crutchfield and Rev.
Ramer for their comforting words,
those who sent the beautiful flow-
ers. and the food that was sent
to the homes, to Clarence May-
field and the singers from Green
Plain Church of Christ. Also the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home for
their kindness.,
I
May God Mess each of you at
your hour of need.
The Family
1TC
- WANTED!! . . . PEOPLE
TO EAT AUNT JEMIMA PANCAKES
$1.00 BUYS ALL THE PANCAKES
YOU CAN EAT!!
‘t ht
Maple Led Restaurant
and
Rudy's Restaurant
SATURDAY, MARCH 30 - 4 A.M. - 8 P.M.
SPONSORED BY THE MURRAY CUIVITAN CLUB
JUST A
MINUTE ---
I'LL GET
A
PENCIL
•2`
TELL HER
DR. STROODELDUNKER,
THE DERMATOLOGIST,
CALLED ABOUT THE
PROGNOSIS OF HER
SYMPTOMATIC
MANIFESTATIONS
AR%
YOU.
BETTL"rP
CALL
BACK
LATER
Ce4Jer MAKE ANY
PROMISES...
TWO-WAV TV,!!- THEY
CAN WATCH YOU IN
BOTTUMALA IOU
CAN WATCH THEM
WATCH I NIG you -7
RumptuAvER!!-BET--0 SALONAEN/
MAKES TH' SUPREME SACRILIFICI
U.S.A. SO Wv\I,F TH E KIN
)e h DOES YO' SOLUM VI SWEAR vo'LL 
SIGN UP 
RUN TH' WORLD, 'STEAD 0 SOME
OTHER POWER-MAD
BUNCH 0' BUMS ?
r`n 
cata-r
•
s
I PROMISE
NOW STOP
TALKING
AND START
COOKING!!
•
•
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15th ANNIVERSARY SALE
Ends March 30, at 5:00 O'clock
SAVE Tro ON SALE TAX
SAVE 20 - 30 - 50" ON SALE PRICES
To Be Given Away COMPLETELY FREE a
FRIGIDAIRE DRYER *
Saturday, March 30. at5:00 o'clock
You do not have to be present to win!!
"THE WORKHORSE"
, mom prrerpreul madipi
NON A-11.11
Kihg-Size
Cooling Power
*.—trom 311.3,1m
Model N-14116L-16.-06/1.4J NW h..
(=rim apirriellre)
Do it yourself
installation
• --kiliad.M.:111/‘ —B11 hr.
ALL AIR CONDITIONERS GREATLY REDUCED
for this Anniversary Sale! -
Install Any Time You Like . . . Payment Does Not Start Until Installed
• • • ... AND SAVE 2Ci-!! • • •
BE A WIFE SAVER . . .
w;!ti. ttLese.,r-InSile Dithwr.shers
. prk., m;IN, n afford, cl.aing '3ur
y ,
_
• _
•RYERS
C. CLOCK RI D10
C.6. AM-FM RADIO
RCA STEREO 
'100. Off
from6148.sr
ftom '148.88
from '178.88
frnm '128.88
  '17.88
'29.88
'82.88
— - UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
SAVE 2% ON TAX!!
R
Murray, Kentucky
"On The Square"
-
Only A Few Dollats A Week Buys
These Color Specials
RCA, Most Popular Color TV, a
Rerun Specials
All Black and White TVs Reduced
for Stunner
K
••••
NS
•
E
•
, 1968
10)
10
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
11, or.
*OW,
*
$5,000
. IN
PRIZES
TO BE
GIVEN
AWAY
tI
V
• die
•
• .1-
•
FOLLOW ME TO SOUTHSIDE
Register Itt The Following Merchants
• WHITNELL STANDARD
* HATCHER AUTO
* LIBERTY
* BIG "K"
* JERRY'S
* SEARS
* TREASURE HOUSE
* TRIANGLE INN
* BRANDON BROS. USED CARS* MURRAY ENCO
* BOONE LAUNDRY
* BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER* SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER* SOUTHSIDE MANOR
* JERRY ROBERTS
J&S OIL CO.
* 641 SUPER 
SHELL
* 
JOHNSON'S GROCERY
* MURRAY 
PLAZA COURT
* KY. 
COLONEL FRIED 
CHICKEN
* WALSTON'S 
TEXACO
* CARROLL 
TIRE SERVICE
44 
4
•10
SHOPPING AREA
.
:
; 
REGISTER NOV
.......,,.:-.. 
.."....,0,,,,_
-44k\AL ‘ DRAWING MARCH 30
. Drawing time: 2:30 P.M.
PRIZES FOR THIS WEEK
-11/2' John 3-5 HP.
A
* BOAT & MOTOR
Boy's
BICYCLE
s 11'•
-14,7
'INC"
•
Girls
* BICYCLE
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TENT
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TRAVEL TOPICS
THE LEDGER
Traveler Finds Las Vegas
Real Swinging Fun Place
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Milner
LAS VEGAS, Nev. *MU —
Lai Vegas has to be one of the
most exciting and interesting
places in the United States, if
not the world
That's a personal opinion but
millions of other visitors who
flock into this desert resort in
Nevada eacti_egar probably
would agree
Admittedly the major lures
are the gaming casinos and the
swinging night life. The casi-
nos are open 34 hours • day —
some In the downtown Casino
Center don't even have doors.
Everywhere there is a constant
symphony of the rattle of dice.
click of roulette bells. slap of
cards, whir of slot machines
and the joyous shouts of win-
ners and the groans of been.
Show business is big business
here. There are the semi-nude
extravaganzas. like the 'Tropi-
cana's Polies Berger,. and *hi-
er lavish stage Modem**
equal to anything youll gee
Parts or New York Po* Mont
hotels along The Strip- Mike •
full-course dinner and *ow for
as low as 8750 And Mean en-
joy American and fondin per-
formers in the theater-cocktail
lounges until the wee hours of
the morning for the price of •
drink or two
But there are other things to
do and age. Las Vegas boosts
seven championship golf cours-
es. tennis courts, swimming
pools and various other day-
time activities.
And it Is only • short drive
to Boulder City where you can
tour Hoover Dam, one of the
world's engineering marvels, or
go fishing. swimming or boat-
ing in Lake Mead
It's even a shorter ride to the
pine-covered slopes of Mt
Charleston. jutting up from the
desert, where you can picnic.
ride or hike, or ski in the winter
months
New Besets
About 14 million visitors
came here in left and spent
nearly $500 milik.. Even more
are expected this year and new
hotels are sprouting like mush-
moms after a beery rain
Two already had opened by
July and • third is scheduled
for completion shortly In the
planning stage is another to be
built on the site of the old race
track — the purchaser paid
$76.334 per acre for the prop-
erty which sold for 1557 per
acre In 1953
We came here for the open-
ing of the im1Thon Frontier-
Hotel, built on the site of the
old Frontier across The Strip
from the Dettert Inn, recently
acquired by Howard Hughes
who also has bought the Sands
and is reported planning to
take over others
SHOP
Sears
SA Ali 504 ALCIL AND co.
Catalog Sales Office
SOUTRSIDE atAmoa - MURRAY. KY
FOR SPRINGTIME VALUES
REGISTER FOR
BOAT MOTOR
BICYCLES & TENT
to be pen nay March 30
The high-rise prontier is
built in the shape of a horse-
shoe, with the casino In the
curve and the wings enclosing
• huge pool In • garden setting
There are 650 air conditioned
and sound proof rooms from
$12 daily single) and plans al-
ready are under way for 600
more in • 25-story addition
The Frontier claims the
world's largest casino — 11.4190
square feet covered with a de-
signed red carpet and scores of
gaming tables and slots. Out-
side rears what Is described as
the -tallest free-standing sign"
In the world — a 130-foot
high structure with a revolving
centerpiece and 14.000 flashing
bulbs that can be seen for miles
The opening shoo at the
Venus supper club featured the
revue -Europa 63" with more
than 100 performers from be-
hind the Iron Curtain The
Post Time lounge theater Pre-
sented Ben Blue and Barbara
Heller in the rib-tickling
"Kook's Tour"
Billed as a "complete" resort
hotel. the Frontier also offers
• gourmet restaurant called the
Cabaret, coffee shop and snack
bar, barber and beauty shops, beauty
clothing shops for men and4incBlruthsazd il offers surprises galore
Offbeat Tour No, 1: Take an
antique trolley ride from Lar-
go da Carioca over the 300-
year-old arched viaduct and up
into Rio's Santa Teresa suburb.
Your tottering open air vehicle
passes ancient mansions of
coffee barons built by slave* on
a finger of mountain extend-
ing into the. heart of the city.
(Cost: I cents).
Views of startling beauty
stretch in all directions. At the
end of the line, catch the mini-
MatruentainranwhaYere id3theCCIrwstattievild°of
Christ peers down from • rocky
crag 2,300 feet over the city
Offbeat Tour No 2 For $15
a luxury ocean liner will take
you from Rio on an overnight
cruise to ,Santos. seaport for
Sao Paulo. the sixth largest
city in the world Dinner and
dancing included.
Iguacu Palls Iles • few hours
by plane from Sao Paulo Cat-
aracts three miles wide drop •
pounding stream of white wa-
ter from a height greater than
Niagara In a pristine setting.
'Good hotel accommodations
If you have lots of time don't
miss Brazil's space age capital.
Brasilia
"'In" Caknel wsk b°rEl In (Rraid°811)1alis 
Offbeat Thor
curan 
Ndorop3d: owFirsaby
New York City, July 171104
& TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Offbeat Travel?
Brazil Offers
Real Bargain
women, transportation and car
rental desks and, honestly.
babysitters. Convention facil-
ities Include the Americana
Room with • theater-sized
stage and projection and sound
mom
Las Vegas is about 4's hours
by car from Los Angeles over
new highways There are more
than 180 flights to and from
New York, Chicago, Dallas and
other major cities daily
Utter In Orbit,
NEW YORK UPI — Keep
America Beautiful, Inc. reporta
that • drive in Manitoba. Ca-
nada, will afford motorists •
chance to place their trash in-
to "orbit."
Orbit in this case is the name
given spherical litter containers
placed along Manitoba high-
ways by the province's highway
department Signs indicate the
distance to the nearest "orbit"
in minutes and seconds, in t. e
manner of a countdown. 'yid
direct motorists to "pijit your
trash Into orbit In alleport to
KAB. the Manitsi Highway
Department salt ...the two-year
program has resulted In a "def-
inite decrease In the amount of
litter along the highways"
Take pride
in your clothes
Let us clean
them... perfectly!
Appearances do count! You
can't make your best appearance
without perfectly cleaned and fin-
ished clothes to give you the polish
arid confidence you needl
[Sarirtond
CrrIffreel Mos* litydraner
When you want Quality Cleaning,
just call on Boone's . . . we work
constantly to improve our service.
— Phone 753-2552
LAUNDRY & CLEANER
'The Cleaner Interested In Yoe"
By J. W. WILSON
RIO DE JANEIRO (UPI)—
American tourists who want to
stay within the hemisphere In
line with Uncle Sam's wishes
will find Brasil a real bargain.
A sunny and comfortable ho-
tel room overlooking the white
sands of posh Copacabana
Beach costa $10 a day. Inlet
mignon with rid wine will set
you back $3 with tip.
Taxi drivers wish you "hap-
piness" for a 10-cent Up.
For 90 per cent of all U13.
tourists • trip to Brazil starts
In Rio de Janeiro
Foreigners sometimes marvel
when the elevator stops or din-
ing room lights dim In a luxury
hotel But Carioca& take It in
their stride. "Rio Is a fun city."
they will tell you. 'Things
aren't expected to work right
all the time."
Rio lies on Guanabara BaY, a
pool of aquamarine water cir-
cled by a necklace of emerald
mountains The city stretches
up the slopes and twists be-
tween the hills in • riot of col-
or confusion, and striking
bus Into the 18th century. Ouro
Preto was • gold mining town
watch just stopped growing
wlen the lode ran out. The Gr-
a' .- Brazilian-Portuguese ar-
chitecture of the leth century
Is now carefully preserved in
this city.
Available by plane from Bra-
silia are jaguar hunts, prehis-
toric Indian villages and river
flatting in Mato Grosso jun-
gles. There's • modern hotel on
Seminal Island deep In the
wilderness
Offbeat Tour No 4: I Not for
the faint-hearted). Take • bus
up the highway carved out of
the jungle from Brasilia to
Belem Pour days and $12).
Vacant countryside, just open-
ing to settlement ilke the wild
U.S. West of the last century.
Its not the last frontier—
you're coming to that.
Belem, a port at the mouth
of the Amason river, offers •
market where you can buy
anything from the mouth of a
ineordftsh used as a comb by
Indiana) and dried piranha
Idller-esh to Jungle hem ts for
aphrodisiacs. Cool ocean
breams belie Salem's location
almost on the equator
Offbeat Tour No. Ii• Catch
a paddlewheel steamer up the
world's greatest river to Man-
s*. Rare birds burst in
screaming color, and alligators
slide from the overgrown wil-
derness along the banks. Bra-
zilians call it the 'green hell
of the Amason.' (Price with
meals $.65 for the eve-day
trip).
Manaus now connects with
points north by Voris Airlines
Jets to Miami
Stomps for Orange Moe
LAKELAND, Pia (UPI) —
Passengers on five airlines ?tr-
ine into Florida are receiving
sUurum sirtdch Can be nenserned
for complimentary glasses of
fresh orange juice while in the
state A total of 100.000 copies
of the "Orange Juice Break
Directory" containing t h e
stamps have been made avail-
able to the airlines by the
Florida Citrus Commiasion.
Visiting tlissery
SAVANNAH, (3a ( UPI ) —
A lot of history is packed Into
this Georgia city Take a ride
down Bull Street and one of the
first things you'll see Is Inde-
pendent Methodist Church
where President Woodrow Wil-
son married Mies Ellen Axon in
1845
A little south of the church
Is Madison Square and facing
the square is the house Oen
William T Sherman used as
his headquarters during the
Union Army's Savannah cam-
paign in 1864-1865
Across town you can sip tea
in. Pirate's House. where Cap-
tain !lint of Treasure Island
TY Profile 
Hectic Schedule
Suits McMahon
11111111111.11.111116iiiiiiiimmosomoreseesenesi.
By VERNON SOOTY
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Ed
McMahon, Johnny Carson's
sidekick on **The Tonight
Show" and ringmaster of the
daytime game show "Snap
Judgment," tallies up 10 hours
of television time every week.
While McMahon plays It cool
with Carson, he is a dIrnainn
In his own right offscreen.
In addition to the two video
shows he also heads his own
company, appears Saturdays
on NBC's "Monitor" and is in
the greeting card business.
McMahon and his wife.
Alyce, live In Bronirville, N Y..
one of Manhattan's most ex-
cluaive suburbs. They own •
three - story, old fashioned
white Mick colonial house with
six bedrooms, five baths, •
rathskeller, sunporch, break-
fast room and butler's pantry
It's roomy and comfortable.
Alyce has decorated the place
with classic and traditional
furniture replacing the modern
pieces the couple collected
while they lived in apartments.
The McMahon& are the par-
ents of Claudia, 21, who grad-
uates from the University of
Syracuse in June, Michael, 16.
• high school football flesh;
Linda. 14, and Jeffery. 8
Until five years ago the fam-
ily lived in Philadelphia with
Ed commuting from there to
New York every day for the
Carson show.
Now It takes him 35 minutes
to drive Into New York where
he tapes his "Snap Judgment"
two or three days • week. Of-
ten he manages to tape five
shows in two days
At 2:45 In the afternoon he
begin rehearsals for commer-
cial segments of —The Tonight
Show:' Still later he works out
small problems with Carlson. By
8 pm. the Carson show is com-
pleted
But McMahon Is just begin-
ning to work. Usually he has
business meetings that keep
him In town until midnight If
he's lucky he manages to get
home by 9 pm. • coullile of
nights • week
Thrives on Work
It's an ardous schedule but
McMahon says he thrives on It.
Weekends are chopped up
because of the "Monitor"
chores on Saturday But Sun-
day is family day The McMa-
hons start out by attending the
Catholic church.
During the summer the fam-fame is reputed to have died-.11y drives the 35 minutesIn an upstairs room Long Island sound where Ed
keeps a small Boston whaler
boat for boating The boat Pro-
vides his major source of re-
laxation.
The McMahons, thanks to
Ed's brutal work schedule, sel-
dom have time to entertain at
home They do, however, meet
friends in New York for dinner
and occasionally cocktails. Ed
and Carson see too much of
one another at work to social-
ize in their free time
Hew Came?
SAN PRANCIBCO (UPI) —
Many motels and hottels are
adding a 2 to 3 per cent charge
to bills as a -telephone service
charge," says the California
State Automobile Association
The charge is added whether
or not the guest receives any
calls, according to the Maori-
anon. The usual charges apply
for outgoing calls
WEDNESDAY — MARCH 3'1, 19616
Compared to his west
coast contemporaries, McMa-
hon dresses formally. He owns
15 suits and a few sports Jack-
ets. But on trips to California
he quickly dons sports shirts
and slacks.
There is full time help in the
McMahon house although Al-
yce and Ed are outstanding
cooks
Ancient Chess Men
NEW YORK (UPI) — Two
pieces of terra cotta believed
to have been used as chess
men were discovered in what
was ancient Mesopotamia and
are believed to be 6.000 years
old
Same All Over
VIENNA (UPI) — A prob-
lem that exists in the United
States and a number of other
countries — a shortage of
"country doctors" — also
Plagues the Czechoslovakian
medical profeadon, according
to the Czech newspaper Prise&
The newspaper said young
Czech doctors these days
"would rather go to remotest •
Africa than work In small vil-
lages and towns" They all
want to work in the cities, the
newspaper stated
Prez* said the fault was
young men entering the medi-
cal profession "look at the job
of doctor as • business, not •
vocation"
• r
Donmoof Swim-Mates
A whale of an outfit Latex Donmoof trunks with
matching Donmoof mock turtle shirt. Simply
smatheron in navy, tamale blue, gold Sizes 4 to 7
LAD & LASSIE
11OUTHSIDI MANOR PHONIE 782-31413111
'Mileage For Money'
TRY THIS EXCITING NEW GAME
AT 641 SUPER SHELL
Just match the speedometer reading •
on your coupon which you receive
at your 641 Super Shell Station.
And Win . .
$2,500 - $1,000 - $500
$50 - $5 - $1
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Register NOW For . . .
Free Gasoline
Each Week for 4 Weeks We
Will Give Away FREE. .
25 Gals. Shell Gas
Just Register ... That's All!
* * * * * *
641 SUPER SHELL
U.S. 641 South — Across from Jerry's
Those Good Shell ProductsMAX alleCUISTOR - OWNER
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Broadway
By JAC
UPI Tra
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
successful musical comedy,
"Maine," at the Winter Gar-
den, will have Janis Paige in
the title role begbudng April
1 as a replacement for Angela
Lansbury.
Miss Lansbury leaves Warne-
diaWly for Los Angelo; to re-
hearse the West Coast produc-
tion of "Maine" which will be
presented by the Loa Angeles
Light Opera Company for 16
weeks in Los Angeles and San
B GAYER
'el Editor
Francisco beginning
May.
early in
Miss Paige, who has appear-
ed in many movies and televi-
sion shows, last was on Broad-
way four years ago as the lead-
ing lady of "Here's Love," a
Musical. Previously, she was
the star of ''The Pajama
Game" in New York.
When she departs, Miss
Larisbury will have played the
role of Maine for 776 perform-
ances, and the show will have
THE
j.
arose& more than $9 million
by that date. The attraction
will be two years old on May
24.
That notable creation of the
late Gertrude Berg, "The
Goldberg.," will have a new
life next season as a musical
comedy entitled "Molly."
"The Goldberg.," with Mrs.
Berg as lovable - Molly Gold-
berg, Bronx hausfrau, was a
radio serial for many yearfl,
and later it was a television se-
ries. Mrs. Berg turned the ma-
terial into a comedy for the
theater and played in it on
Broadway some 15 years ago.
Its title also was "Molly."
Producer David Black— plans
to produce the musical version,
•
LEDGER a. TIMES — .111CILKAY, KEN I1
which has a script by Louis
Garfinkle and Leonard Adel-
son, music by Jerry Livingston
and lyric,s•by Adelson. All are
experienced operators in films,
television and theater.
• • •
A new attraction in town .for
theater buffs is the Wright-
Hepburn-Webster Gallery in
East 60th Street which is de-
voted exclusively to displaying
the sketches and designs of
notable stage artists.
The various works, all signed
originals by scenic and costume
designers, are on sale at prices
ranging from $25 to $2,000.
The gallery opened with a fea-
tured display of sketches Boris
Aronson created for many
stage productions from. the
J-101/0 Care
do pennies make
a difference in
your food bill?
You bet they do.
Arid we 'should know.
We built our business by saving pennies
for generations of folks like you.
For instance, take our policy on multiple-priced items.
If an item is priced 3 for 2.50, the price for one is obviously 9e.
But what happens if you want two?
Do you pay 2 times 90 or 180?
Not at A&P.
We sell it at 2 for re_
That's the fair way- the A&P way.
Yes, in the food business...
in food budgeting, pennies make a difference.
We watch them for you and for us.
Is this a good reason for shopping AO? It's one of many.
COPTINGNT a 1144 TNI GREAT ATLANITK TtA CO INC
IC UNAIlLt TO PURCHASE ANY ADVERTISED ITEM PLEASE REQUEST A RAIN CHECK
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU MARCH 30
ci
Ballard Biscuits RE FR IG 6 .0.. 49c
Folgers Coffee DRIP OR PERC 2.L8 CAN sl 43
REFRIG.
Golden Rise RollsilAw1te4 9 CZCANS 89t
Idaho
RUSSET
Potatoes
Ajax
(34 OFF)
21-01. CAN
22t
Kleenex
FACIAL TISSUE
12•OFFI
Bc..a 494
Kleenex
TOWELS
(SAVE UP TO 10)
ROLL PKG. 37C
Loin End 
1/4 Pork Loin
SLICED 4NTO CHOPS
LB. 59t
SLICED
Beef Liver
L. 491;
19205 to the present.
Two foreign theater compa-
nies will participate in the
Lincoln Center Festival '68.
which will present an unusual
program of music, opera, thea-
ter, dance, poetry and ftbns for
six weeks, beginning June 21
The Theatre de is Cite of
Roger Planchon from Lyon.
France, will offer a repertoire
of three plays in the Center's
Vivian Beaumont Theater from
June 25 to July 14. The Man
will be Dumas' "The Three
Musketeers" and Moli ere's
"Tartuffe" and "George Dan-
din."
Meanwhile. the small Forum
Theater in the basement of the
Vivian Beaumont, will be occu-
pied from June 26 to July '4,
‘'
NoNte
.7#
7 RIB
END
LB.
Center Cut
Pork Chops
LOIN III
L.79 LB.694
First Cot Chops  49t
All Meat Bologna=
Ocean Perch Fillets F Ru7L0E:Anal
Grade "A" Turkeys rim°.
REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES
BY THE A 9
PIECE
Jane Parker Features!
Buttermilk
Bread
4:: 89c 
Spanish
Bar Cake
35tONLY
(SAVE 114)
Cherry-
Blueberry-
Apple Filled
COFFEE CAKES
3 FOR $1 00
&LI
BOX
4•—•
Frosted Ball Donuts
Cherry Pie (sAvimc
Hot Cross Buns 
Spring-Fresh AP Produce!
10-LB.
BAG_
Cleanser
(2( OFF)
14-01 CAN
2/31 C
Endive, Escarole, Romaine
Jonathan Apples tI).Ra.),E: 
Bibb Lettuce . 
Strawberries "'"'" 
Yellow Squash 
Rhubarb 
H., I SI
FAIH  19t
3 / R 41,, 594
PINT
ER.
49t
39t
19t
L.  29t
4004 •1*.
lily •
• 'eV
K. • .•„
-441g 4,41/ 40.14.147 •
WE REDEEM FEDERAL FOOD STAMPS
REGULAR OR MINT ISAVE 44)
Crest Toothpaste TUBE 49c3,40Z.
LIQUID
Prell Shampoo BOTTLE 48c3140Z. 
DEODORANT
Secret Spray 4-0Z. CAN  78c
FRESH
PKG OF I
ONLY
PKG
CRISP
CARROTS
1411. PACKAGES
FABRIL SOFTENER
Downy 
PONDFRED BLEACH
noTTLE
Stardust 10 Z. 110X
%PP AV !I F AMIN
351;
551;
391;
48c
38t
Cinch •OTTL E  794
13 02
NAND SOAP
Lava  2:125C
A
•
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liftESIBENTS S OIL 010121 IRS WESSORIES
AP. • - • -
Register for the FREE
BOAT & MOTOR, BICYCLES, & TENT
to be given away
Saturday, March 30 at 2:30 p.m.
& S OIL CO.
South 12th and Story Avenue
-EXTRA BONUS -
FREE TANK OF GASOLINE
Walton "Monk" Stallons, Manager
* * * * * *
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
Open 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
— 7 DAYS WEEK —
*
WE CATER TO PRIVATE PARTIES,
LODGE MEETINGS, CHURCH GROUPS, Etc.
We Specialize in . . .
FRESH WATER CATFISH DINNERS
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
South 12th Street
Seating Capacity 170 People
STEAK DINNERS FISH & CHIPS
Also Serving . . .
4( • PLATE LUNCHES AT NOON
It • SANDWICHES
• BREAKFAST WITH HOT BISCUITS
• COUNTRY HAM • PIZZA
• HOMEMADE PIES - Made In Our Kitchen
Register Now For The
BOAT & MOTOR, BICYCLES & TENT
TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
2017THSIDE SIDE SHOPPING AREA SELL-A-BRATION
L * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
41,
WALSTON
TEXACO
SOUTH 12th STREET MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ROAD SERVICE
Phone 753-9081
FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY —
* Washing
* Batteries
* Tune Up
Greasing Tires
* Wheel Balancing Brake Work
Mufflers
YOU GANIMIST YOUR CAR TO THE MAN
WHO WEARS THE STAR . . .
The TEXACO Star!!
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SERVING
Murray and Calloway County
DRIVE IN BRANCH
of the
PEOPLES BANK
We here at the Drive-In Branch of the Peoples Bank
are pleased with whatever contribution we have been able to
make to the economy of Murray and Calloway County.
Our hope is that we can serve the economy of this area
even more in the years to come. We invite you to take advan-
tage of our facilities.
We are pleased to cooperate with the Southside Merchants
in this promotional endeavor and invite visitors in this
area to register at the Drive-In Branch only for prizes.
All Types of Loans Availabls
New Car Financing Rate trot
ANOTHER REASON TO BANK AT. .
_
rftrzt- - I'
AM
PEOPLES ,BANK
MURRAY Y.
MEMBER F.D. I.C.
. . . WHERE YOUR MONEY WORKS FOR YOU!
 ‘igmlIMMINISMIN 
• •
•••
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ob Made WithMarve/ou& Mix-tipb; Originality
By JOAN OlULLIVAN
QOICE cooks steer CMILT of
•-) mixes because they feel
that • mix-made cookie, oaks,
frosting or bun lacks original-
ity. It's not neceasarily so.
Start with • time-saving
mix and, if you're a creative
cook, you can add a dash of
this or a drop of that and
whip up a specialty that's all
your OWn.
Today. recipes, for exam-
ple, are all made with mixes.
That's where they begin! Mag-
ic enters with added ingre-
dients that make the flavor-
fully original difference.
PEANUT FLUFFS
1 pkg. fluffy white
frosting mix
% tsp maple flavoring
% e. all purpose flour
1 tap. baking powder
3 c. caramel corn
C. butterscotch or
semi-sweet chocolate
pieces
% a salted Spanish
peanuts
Prepare frosting mix as di-
meted on package, adding ma-
les flavoring with the water.
Told in flour and baking pow-
der.
at kap bowt combine re-
alist sing ingredient& Add
frosting mixture, mixing well.
Drop by tablespoons onto
greased and floured cookie
sheets.
Bake at 125 F. for 29 to 25
minutes. Cool. Makes S dos=
cookies
rsastrr PRALINE CARES
1 pkg. yellow cake mix
1,4 c. crunchy peanut
butter
% tsp. ground nutmeg
% c. melted butter or
margarine
c. firmly packed light
brown sugar
1,5 c chopped peanuts
Combine yellow cake mix
and peanut butter. Cut in pea-
nut butter until particles are
very fine,
Add n u t ni • g In the
iunounta specified on c-ake mix
package, add eggs and water.
Fill 24 cupcake papers half
full.
Bake in preheated moderate
oven (375 r.) for 25 minutes
or until golden brown.
Combine remaining ingredi-
ents and stlr until blended
Spoon mixture on top of hot
cupcakes. Rapiers in oven and
continue baking another 5
minutes.
ORANGE NUT MEAD
1 pkg. orange cake mix
Water
% c. chopped pecans
Heat oven to 350 F. degrees.
General Mills
ONE MIX caa be made In a variety of ways. Spark a new orange cake mix with chopped
pecans, for example, and bake in loaf pans Serve Orange Nut Bread with mix-made sauce.
()ream and flour 2 shiny
loaf pane, each libc5x3 inches.
Prepare orange cake mix as
directed on package except
use 2 tbsp, less water and add
% c. chopped pecans-
Pour into prepared pans.
Bake 35 to 40 minutes. Cool.
Serve with Hard Sauce.
HARD SAUCE
1 c soft butter
2 egg whites
1 pkg. creamy orange
frosting mix
In small mixer bowl blend
butter, egg whites and orange
frosting mix.
Beat one minute on high
speed. Chill.
FRUIT BUNS
2 c. biscuit max
'
1 tbsp. sugar
% tsp. ground nutmeg
c. milk
% c. soft butter or
margarine
Fruit Filling'
Combine mix, sugar and
nutmeg Add milk and stir
until mixture stiffens.
Turn out on floured board
and roll to % inch thickness.
Spread with cup butter,
fold dough in half and roll out
again. Spread with remaining
butter.
Fold and roll into a rectan-
gle 18x6 inches.
Cut into twelve (3 inch)
squares.
Put squares in greased
large muffin pans and fill
with Fruit Filling • Pull c.r-
•
FILANUT illtODUCTS add flavor and texture to a variety of mixes. Here. peanut butter
peanuts, nutmeg and brawn sugar make Peanut Praline Cakes of a plain yellow cake flux
ners of dough together; pinch
to seat
Bake in preheated moderate
oven (375 F.) for about 25
minutes.
10111'IT FILLING
I egg
% cup sugar
1 tsp. lemon juice
tsp ground cinnamon
6 chopped drained cooked
dried apricots
3 chopped pitted cooked
prunes
1 chopped cooked dried
peach
Beat egg, sugar, lemon juice
and ground cinnamon.
SUr in apricots, prunes and
dried peach.
Use to fill Fruit Buns.
REGISTER NOW FOR THE
BOAT & MOTOR, Girls' BICYCLE
Boy's BICYCLE, & CAMPING TENT
- -
TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING AREA CELEBRATION
Register
When You Stop
at.
RESTAURANTS
South 12th Stree
Drawing
MARCH 30
No Purchase Necessary
EXTRA BONUS
FIVE 'FRESH STRAWBERRY
PIES
jeettrsTO BE GIVEN AWAY AT FOR THOSE
WHO REGISTER THERE!!
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Black Tie R. S.V. P
ARNOLD PALMER formal Jacket tailored in an Arnel and
cotton fabric with a fine diagonal weave features shawl col-
lar, single-breasted closing, flap pockets and side vents for
slight shaping. With it is shown new Arnold Palmer shirt
Dinner Jackets Wear Many
New Faces This Summer
By TAD OWADY
SOME years ago the tradi-
tion of plain black or mid.
111 night blue for formal evening
wear wag broken by the in-
troduction of colors It began
with the white dinner jacket
for Spring and Summer which
rave an impression of cool-
ness, comfort and a cleiui
crisp look.
Subsequently, other colors
came into the picture such as
intermediate blue In a stun-
_ tung fabric, maroon, gold and
▪ dark green These were al-
ways worn with black dress
trousers made of the same
fabric or of mohair
Patterns, too, became ac-
ceptable in dinner jackets. The
plaids of India* madras and
the subtle colorings of printed
batik fabrics, all light in
weight, allow the wearer to
be a bit more expressive of
his fashion preference For re-
1111 sort wear there are even seer-
sucker dinner Jackets in
stripes and checks with the
traditional satin-faced collar
Obviously, men are striving
GS get away from that -uni-
form- lock in formal wear.
Consequently this Summer,
evenings (as well as day-
times) will be enriched by cool
cclors, sizzling stripes, balmy
• baUks, frosty whites and a
new interest in formal trou-
sers Blue, gold, lime and red
will be among the must tempt-
ing tones
Although the solids predom
•
Cl
6
mate, dinner jackets and for-
mal separates will feature di-
agonal and verticle stripes on
white and colored grounds for
the right touch of informal
elegance. Patterns, too, par-
ticularly the popular batiks.
will add plenty of zest to the
scene.
A new emphasis Is being
placed on wash and wear din-
ner Jackets which should be a
great boon to wives, bachelors
and traveling men. The After
Six "Nite Magic" collection
from which the jackets shown
here were chosen offers many
types of white and colored
jacket' in single and double-
breasted designs with a se.ec-
Hon of angled, embroidered
and framed shawl collars, tai-
lored In a blend of Dacron
polyester and Orlon acrylic
that is completely automatic
wash and wear.
But, while the "in" look fa-
vors color, don't underestimate
the importance of the white
dinner jacket which continues
to outnurnber its cclor-coun-
terparts at Summer formals
and which, it is predicted, will
steal the spotlight this mason.
Some will have strokes of
black satin or color framing
the coLlar, cuffs and pockets
So, the man on the prowl
for fashion excitement this
Summer can swing high, wide
and handsome at night.
Yes, the "uniform" look is
dead Variety is the keynote
WHITE DINNER jackets in wash-and-wear Dacron and
Orlon fabric, with flap pockets, center vents and shawl col-
lars are illustrated in two versions. (I) double-breasted de-
sign and (2) single-breasted style trimmed with black satin.
DARK jacket in a handsome
blend of mohair and worsted has self-faced shawl collar
with cording edge, side vents, flap pockets and white but-
tons Shown with white trousers trimmed with a blue cord
BLUE double-breasted dinner
•••••••••••.."
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SPRING'S OFFICIAL, NOW Spring is here by the calendar, dian geese winging back home from the southern climes
but what makes it especially official is this flight of Cana- They are flying over the Horican Marsh near Mayville, Wis
Mystery Payment came from the estate executor man said
Excuse
VIENNA (UPI ) Prune
SAN FRANCISCO I UPI ) -- The company, to avoid further Petrus. 20, acknowledged leader
'70 Celebration
CHARLESTON. SC. (UPI i
— South Carolina will celebrate
Accountants for a limousine
service were thrown into a tizzy
recently when a 33-year-old
confusion, Just keeps it. of Vienna's hippies, pleaded in
court that he kept marijuana
at his home just to look at "WeNot His Cup of Ti.
bill for $1250 was paid. The NINE ELMS. England (UPI) the 300th anniversary of its wouldn't use LSD or marljus-
bookkeepers for Gray Line had -- Albert Whittle was a little founding in 1970 na," he said., "It's too danger-
no record of it. Investigators miffed when, retiring from A tricentennial commission oils."
unraveled the mystery British Railways after 50 years' has been appointed to plan a Why keep it then, the baffled
A firm known as Kelly's Sta- service, he was given a farewell celebration to comrdemorate Judge asked.
bles once provided limousine
service for German Countess
Natalie Herzogen zu Mecklen-
present of a cup of tea and two
cookies,
"I should have been given a
the establishment of the first
permanent a e t t 1 e men t at
Charleston in April of 1670
"It's so easy to pet nova-
days" was the reply
Petrus got three months in
berg, visiting here in 1934 She little something for all that Jail for illegal possession of
Hits Big-Timedied soon after returning to time," he said. Not so, said marijuana
Germany. The Gray Line,
meanwhile. purchased Kelly's
British Railways, pointing out
Whittle had received a watch
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Da-
yid Janssen hits the movie big-
Stables, but the, name was after 45„years' service time with a co-starring role A snake will not attack a per-
dropped, almost forgotten and -It's not our policy to give opposite John Wayne, in "The son except to defend itself
records were lost The ch,eck retirement presents," a stiokes- Green Berets" t
when It feels in danger
• • 
Wooden Shoes' Clop
Still a Dutch Treat
By EDGAR BOTHE
THE HAGUE 'UP!) — The
quaint, hand-carved wooden
shoes, familiar in paintings of
the peat and tourist shops of
the present, are still a common
sight on the fields and on the
highways of modern Holland
The cumbersome clodhoppers
are not Just for show or for
tourists either. „Ask a working
Dutchman the reason and he
will tell you, "they're solid, de-
pendable, waterproof a n d
cheap" Many devotees around
the world will say the same.
Produced by some 270 pro-
fessional carvers with an an-
nual output of about four mil-
lion pairs, Dutch "klompen"
are the regular footwear of
people in heavy work, from
fishing and farming to chem-
ical and steel manufacturing
Wooden shoes are worn by
about 2 5 million Dutchmen
Years ago they were more
common but they dropped out
of favor as general footwear
when leather shoes became
cheaper  -
During World War II, how-
ever, when leather was scarce
and money tight, clogs caught
on again Millions of Dutch-
men dug out their wooden
shoes from attics or barns and
wore them daily until better
times 
"And they made pretty good
weapons, too," reminisced one
man
The wooden shoe industry'.
which traces its history beck
500 years, uses poplar wood for
about 80 per cent of its pro-
duction Willow. another wood
which resists water well, is also
used.
The shoes were carved en-
tirely by hand until 1918. but
now a well equipped and mech-
anized shop with as few as
nine men can turn out 1.300
to 1.400 pairs of klom pen a
week.
Among the most frequently
heard names in the business are
those of the Houwer Brothers
— four carvers taught the art
by their father They all have
their own shops in commu-
nities west of Arnhem Gerrit
J Houwer who owns a fully
mechanized plant employing
six, produces up to 600 pairs a
week
Houwer. celebrating his 40th
anniversary in the industry
this year. is one of the few
carvers who takes trips abroad
to promote his product His
trips are extensive, and this
year will include San Fran-
disco, Los Angeles New York,
as well as Canada and South
Africa
Jim Hutton in 'Berets'
HOLLYWOOD I UPI) — Jim
Hutton has been added to the
cast of *The Green Berets"
which stars John Wayne and
David Janssen
English Arrival
HOLLYWOOD UPI' —
England's Coral Browne ar-
rived in Hollywood to Play a
gossip columnist in -The Leg-
end of Lylah Clare" which stars
Kim Novak, Peter Finch and
Ernest Borgnine
a
•
"PRICE CONTROL"- Georgia hog farmers sit by a big trench
near Quitman which holds porkers they shot to protest low
prices. About 50,000 pounds of pork wound up here.
Aggies' Cyclotron
COLLEGE STATION. Tex.
(UPI) — Texas /ULM Univer-
sity's cyclotron is almost ready
to operate, Dr John A. McIn-
tyre, associate director for re-
search at the Cyclotron Insti-
tute, has announced. The cyclo-
tron is supposed to create a
polarized beam of billions of
protons. In the polarized beam,
the protons would mostly be
spinning in the same direction
when they merge
The cyclotron also will be
used to shoot protons into very
heavy nuclei, containing scores
of protons and neutrons. About
the practical application of the
machine, McIntyre said: "We
don't know — that's the point.
But everything we have dis-
covered in the past has turned .
out to be useful"
Looking Ahead
LONDON ,UPI) — Newly-
minted copper halfpennies
(worth 6/10th of • U.S. cent)
are bringing up to a shilling 414
U.S. cents' each from coin col-
lectors speculating that the
coin will have scarcity value
when the current, halfpenny is
eliminated from British coinage
under decimalization in a !),
/Tye years
Hyman Takes Over
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Kenneth Hyman takes over as
production chief at Warner
Bros -Seven Arts. a Job held
by Jack L Warner for decades
In Cameo Roles
HOLLYWOOD U P I
UPIN10-44 Regular Shorts
James Drury and Doug Mc-
Clure. co-stars of television's1
"The Virginian." will play
calmest roles in- Universal's • P
Takes A Thief"
FREE CARTON of COKES
Six 12 OZ. cans 90C vakie
FREE with purchase of
THRIFT 
BOX $2 50
Register for FREE PRIZES
$500) worth of prizes to be given
away during SOUTHSIDE SELLABRATION
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
Kentucky Pied ekiektc
Phone 753-7101
um 411.1 Ne're A Little Hard To Find
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But It's Worth Your Time /We realize that a lot of people in our
area don't know where Pogue Avenue
IS located. For those of you who don't
know, the little map on the left will
help.
We are your local Uni-Royal Dealer
and ha.v..e been for the past tour years.
We carry a complete line of tires for
any make or model car.
Pick up your Free Tickets for the
BIG PRIZES be given away Satur-
day, March 30 Extra 100 tickets Free
with purchase of four tires!
Carroll Tire Service
— SHOP SOUTHSIDE FOR BETTER BARGAINS
1105 Pogue Ave. NICRRAY, KY Phone 753-1489
Register now for the
Boat & Motor, Girisr Bicycle, Boy's Bicycle, & Tent
TO BE GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY, MARCH 30th
HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
—.Where Sales And Service Go Together —
South 12th Street Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-2617
NEW CARS NEW & USED TRUCKS—O.K. USED CARS
Stop In and Inquire About Our . . .
Impala V-8 Sale Now in Progress!
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A Real
Snakes are peaceful. Patient
and tolerant toward their own
species, but different kinds will
fight each other
When nervous or worried. •
chimpanzee seeking reassur-
ance will embrace another
chimp
.. • • • • k k KLt5t,t if
Swaziland a British protec-
torate since 1903 in southern
Africa. is slated for Independ-
ence by 1970
tr AIR CONDMONED ELECTRIC HEAT *4 UNITI
*VW* TELEPHONES IN ROOMS ' 15 MINUTES TO KY. IAKI
* GOOD RESTAURANTS CONVENIENT
South (South 12th Street) Murray, Kentucky
s*--**-** * * * * * ** * ******* *
Sell-abration
Prevention of Slums
Marks Housing Plan
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) — A
unique houaing plan designed
to prevent urban alums and
blight will be carried out over
the next 10 years with devel-
opment of the country's first
"Condominium City" outside
El Paso, Texas
Joseph Tinian, president of
Horizon Corp. 1 undertaking
the program as a demonstra-
tion of a way in which he feels
slums and blight eventually
could be eliminated—by Pre-
ventive rather than corrective
measures
To realize his concept —
Tinian has set aside 2.200 acres
of land in his Horizon City de-
velopment as a Condominium
City which eventually, will
house 2.500 families and include
commercial and industrial fa-
cilities The city will include
low-to-upper income bracket
housing Tinian said, and will
be financed entnell by private
ca pit• I. "not government
loans "
Timan says the plan "basic-
ally, requires that all the
homes and apartments in the
city be owned by the tenant in-
stead of rented It also requires
that people who live in Condo-
* * * * * * * * *
TAKE A DEMONSTRATION DRIVE IN A NEW 1968 MERCURY
(must be 21 or over)
AND RECEIVE, ALL FREE . . .
5o Tickets FOR Valuable Drawings
• Drive The Best
MERCURYS — MONTEC.OS — COUGARS
HATCHER AUTO SALES
• YOUR AUTHORIZED MERCURY and GMC TRUCK DEALER •
5 1 5 South 12th Street
T/ 44, e,5/6/e /194AeA2e_
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minium City be directiy re-
sponsible for the upkeep and
continuing beauty of their
community, since they will
have an ownership interest also
in the city's parks, grounds,
pools, lakes and all the open
areas devoted to leisure and
recreation"
Tim= said the mortgage
agreements will differ from the
usual terms.
An liPProPrille. PITT4Ptaite.
all down payments and month-
ly mortgage payments will be
set aside for • perpetual fund
for the care, beauty and main-
tenance of the community's
parks, streets, recreational and
play areas, schools and cul-
tural facilities. Timan explain-
ed
"Similarly." he said(' "land
and buildings sold or leased
for commercial or industrial
use also will have • specified
percentage of the monthly as-
sessments set aside for perpet-
uating the beauty of the area."
Timan said these conditions
will be written into the cove-
nants governing sale of prop-
erty in Condominium City.
with the monies to be held in
trust and administered jointly
by qualified trustees and a
board of directors Two such
maintenance commissions will
function. he said, one for the
commercial - industrial areas
and one for the residential a:-.
eta
like Corporation
"As the city grows in size,"
Timan said. "it will be run
like a corporation, with paid
officers running the company
by day, and its board of direc-
tors meeting monthly—or of-
tener. if necessary — to guide.
assist and direct management"
Timan said the board and
Its officers in Condominium
City are to have bill authority
to enforce cleanups, order re-
pairs, and make design im-
provements Residents will be
expected to abide by rules stip-
ulated in their purchase agree-
ments and any who abuse the
regualtions will be subject to
fine and or ordered to pay the
costs of correcting abuses
Habitual offenders, he said,
could incur stiffer penalties set
by a court of fellow citizens.
This court, Tinian emphasized.
would handle and review only
infractions involving preserva-
tion of the community's ap-
pearance and cleanliness and
would in no way serve as • po-
lies or law enforcement body
for any other kind of wrong-
doing
71znan predicted condomium
(-Macs would be commonplace
by the year 2.000 when, he
feels. major US cities will be
forced to develop a high-rise
' environment completely sur-
rounding downtown shopping.
commercial and cultural and
Sports
Shorts
Erodes Advice
ST LOUIS (UPI) — Fleet
outfielder Lou Brock of the St.
Louis Cardinals finds time to
meet with needy children to
talk baseball Brock, a cham-
pion base stealer told the
youngsters how to do it:
"Now, watch the pitcher
see how he looks over his shoul-
der at me . . I watch that
shoulder . . . when it starts to
turn I know It has to go all the
way back to a poadtion for the
pitcher to pitch and that's
when I start taking off' Brock
said the youngsters talk to him
"the way I used to talk when I
was a kid in El Dorado, Ark ,
wanting to be another Mickey
Mantle."
High Finishers
BARTLESVILLE. Okla
UPI) — In 33 National AAU
basketball tournaments Phil-
lips 66 teams have finished be-
low third place only eight
times They finished third or
higher for 16 straight years
1937-1952,
Prolific Scorer
CHICAGO (UPI) — Ernie
Nevers' six touchdowne for the
Chicago Cards against the
Bears in 1929 is an NFL rec-
ord that has been tied twice
but never broken Dub Jones
of the Cleveland Browns and
Gale Sayers of the Bears are
the other six touchdown scor-
ers
No Kick Coming
HARTFORD. Conn (UPI, —
Lou Oroza of the Cleveland
Browns holds the record for the
most seasons leading the Na-
tional Football League as field
jail kicker, reports the tli.st
linger Sports Bureau. e
Browns ace led the league in
1950. 52-54 and 57
Berwannisr First in
First Draft
CHICAGO, Ill :UPI, — Jay
Berwanger, who was also a
Reisman Trophy Winner at the
University of Chicago, was the
first player to be selected in
the first college player draft -VIEW 
held by the National Football
League in 1936
•
_J
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 27. 1988
Mansfield Biography
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI —
The late Jayne Mansfield's per-
sonal secretary Russell Ray, is
preparing a biography on ihe
blonde star titled: "Jayne
Mansfield As I Knew Her"
'Wind' Paperback Boom
HOLLYWOOD 1UPI' - Pa-
perback copies of "Gone With
The Wind" are flooding book•
stores to coincide with the re-
release of the movie in large
screen theaters this fall
The Barber Shop Formerly Known as
THE MURJIAY BARBER SHOP
— IS NOW —
Southside Barber Shop
Newly Remodeled
OWNERS
Billy Earl Brandon and Bud Myers
Bob Stegner is employed at this shop.
Register Now
for
Boat- Motor
Bicycles
Tent
To Be Given Away
SAT., MARCH 30th
Continuing the
S outhside Shopping Area Sellabration
* EXTRA BONUS *
Chicken Dinner for Two
One Dinner will be given each %eek of this
Seliabration. Register at the Holiday Inn,
Highway 641 South.
The Lonimst Draw?
NEW ORLEANS UPI —
Andy Bowen and Jack Burke
battled for 110 rounds on Aug
6 1893 before the referee
called the bout "no contest"
The action in the ring lasted
seven hours and 19 minutes
entertainment activities
The Horizon concept, he
said. resembles Illinois Senat,-
Charles H Percy's proposal i
eliminate slums by providing
the means for low income indi-
viduals to build equities in their
homes in slum areas "Both
have the objective of generat-
ing pride of ownership," Tinian
said
Belair Shopping
Center
A GROWING CENTER IN _ A
GROWING COMMUNITY
* —
We are now leasing space in this
new center. Those interested should
see . .
Guy Billington
MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
- or -
Call . . . 753-4751
T PRE EASTER SPECIALS
Delisco
H "PATCHES"r Black/White Brown/White
L Reg $24 00
H
$18.00
11 Valentine
0 Brown or &tunr GENUINE LIZARD
t Reg. $25.00
$16.00
Villager
Navy or Red
E OPEN BACK Reg. $18.00r 
$12. 00L March 21-304DAYS ONLY!
Start your
set today.
at
TROTTER'S
GULF SERVICE
Look For
this sign.
TROTTERS GULF------4
gar
IRONSTONE
DINNERWARE
--•lermii••••
t 4-PIECE
PLACE-SETTING
Illigsf or owe gallows it gamin
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PAGE SEVEN THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY RINTUCICY
With The Food Prices Here At Johnson's You'l
Apples 4 as 39 
Cabbage lb 1 
Celery stalk 10 
Red Potatoes" Lbe 49 t 
Carrots 2 pkgs 29 
COFFEE Old Judge lb 69
• 
WEDNESDAY — MARCH 27, 1988'
MN BEEF 3 LIM 
Bisemati pound 490 irlimEAK pound 99°
SPARE RIBS— 
PundField 
49c 
WIENERS Pund 49' SiellSAGE,Pound 35 
$1W1116114Argi045
Club Crackers
Rye Toast
Wheat Toast
Cheese Toast
IlitrlimPtlaCKLEr burg"
LAY'S POTATO CHIPS _ _ twin b.,
BrAaRt-B-QUE SAUCE 3 BEANS 
DEL MONTE PRUNES _
LIPTON TEA 
Cans PINEAPPLE-ORANDE DRINK _ _ 46oi. 29
CARNATION MILK  2 29`
TEENIE WEENIE PEAS _ _ _ # 303 can IV
Duncan Hines Double Fudge
BROWNIE MIX
JELLY
SWEET SUK - 14-0. 24 Os
lir Chicken & Dumplings 45 t
Crisco Oil SI °1 '
Kraft Parkay Oleo I B 29q -
Velveefa Cheese 2 lbs 89 t
Kraft Mustard 25 CPI 19 t
Gerber Baby Food 2 for 19
REGISTER HERE FOR THE
Boat & Motor—Bicycles—Tent
TO BE GIVEN AWAY SAT. MARCH 30
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REGISTER FOR
BOAT &MOTOR BICYCLES
and CAMPING TENT
TO BE GIVEN AWAY MARCH 30 at 2:30 P.M 
We reserve the right to linit quantities 
74/44a7/4. -etisiA ) -kayeez Less
SP
V104:41.• •Cfrilt. X•I•IL '
SOUTH 12th STREET MURRAY, KY.
.46*
EGO S GRADE A LARGEWith $5.00 or moreadditional purchase
Northern
TOWELS jtvthorol
Sees. bathroom
TISSUE  rolls
McCormick ground 4 oz. can
BLACK PEPPER
20' 
33'
MIRACLE WHIP 
Swans
 
Down
MIX 3 1P9k:zs 19 
SALAD in t Shortening
DRESSING qt.or Liu  mei) 3 lb can 75'
°E°LEO 6 lbs Chunk 6% oz. 294'1 
Delmonte
for TUNA Style can
SUGAR GODCHAUXWith $5.00 or moreadditional purchase 5 lb. Bag
Great Northern or Pinto Drie 
BEANS lb 3'94bag 
Riceland
RICE lb pkg 19'
PEACHES 2/2can 28'
BABY FOOD 1 
Delmonte
CATSUP
GERBER STRAINED HEINZ STRAINED Dixie Belle
43/4 ozACI,
5 
43% 01 41 CRACKERS 1 lb box"jars Tulio 
MILK tall can 
DetergentPET or CARNATION EVAPORATED
14C TIDE giant size
10 oz.
bottle 29'
19'
65'
BURGER
GRADE 'A' Whole 
lb 27 °aar -(urecr—SlicedFRYERS JOWLS Vs1.00 
Country Style
PORK SAUSAGE 
Fresh 
89c
FAT BACK Nice Thick 19C PuKK CUTLETS lb 69c 
linhinliGia lb 29 Miss 16" HI 6 9 4 PORK cut lb 69C110.PSCifilb lcBACON 
BISCUITS
BALLARD 
BANANAS iftsibiriEs Cel° Bag 5 
Bell
801. can
m. 10 PPERS& PILLSBURY8 Golden Ripe.\ Each 
POTATOES REDWASHED 20 b% 69'
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